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PREFACE

I
HAVE been moved to write this

little book in the hope that it

may bring to the minds of those who

are obliged to remain at home some

idea of the great work which is being

done in France by the Red Cross and

other kindred organizations. If it suc-

ceeds in giving the slightest stimulus

to that work I shall feel that my labour

has not been in vain.

THE AUTHOR.
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absorbing conversation about the war

—

how long it was going to last, whether the

Germans would succeed in breaking through

to Paris, the possibilities of a siege, the

horrors of bomb-dropping, the sufferings

of the Belgians and kindred vital topics

which held us enthralled until our arrival

at Folkestone Harbour.

Here everything was in a state of fuss

and flurry. We were obliged to show our

passports once more, and to hand in the

little yellow paper which had been given to

us by a " Bobbie " at Charing Cross, with

directions to fill it in with a statement of

our age, sex, nationality, occupation and

all the other things which go to prove that

one is not a German spy !

My fellow-travellers seemed to anticipate

an unpleasant crossing. They dwelt con-

tinually on the probability of attacks from

hostile aircraft and the danger of floating

mines, while the usual problem of the

weather, re possible sea-sickness, was for-

gotten.

Before we were allowed to get on the

boat, all our newspapers, daily and weekly,

were ruthlessly confiscated. The demand
was made at two separate places, at the

harbour station and immediately before

getting aboard, when several people were
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ordered to open their small hand-bags, and

in most cases newspapers were forthcoming.

The passage to Dieppe was calm and
uneventful—no mines or aeroplanes, only

porpoises and gulls ; a sea like blue glass,

reflecting a sky of the same serene colour,

the horizon melting into the white cliffs of

France.

The entrance to Dieppe Harbour is a most

beautiful picture. We cut through the

green water which winds between the high

stone walls evidently built as a breakwater,

and passed an old dredge, then a couple of

fishing smacks which were being vigorously

rowed, although they had full sail up, and
finally we steamed by a number of the

Compan3^'s boats, one of which had been

given over as a transport. It was full of

French soldiers in their pictiiresque uniforms,

including some Turcos, who were standing

on the bridge. The soldiers smiled at us

and waved their hands in greeting.

We got in at about half-past five o'clock,

and then came the disagreeable landing

crush. A young English sailor took charge

of my belongings. He advised me to wait

until the first rush was over—and I decided

to follow his suggestion.

During the interval of waiting, he gave

me an interesting account of the wounded
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soldiers in the hospitals at Dieppe. He
added that there had been a " burying

"

that very day, a French soldier who had
died in hospital. He went on to say :

" You know they have no mourners—so we
act as mourners for them, and lend a hand
in carrying, when it is necessary." The
soldiers are buried in the little cemetery on

the cliffs, which attracted my attention as

we entered the harbour. In that picturesque

spot friend and enemy find their last resting-

place, side by side in death.

My sailor told me that his boat's crew,

forty-five in all, had attended a burying that

very morning, a long walk, but the men all

took it quite willingly as a last tribute of

respect to their brave Allies. I inquired

what happened when a German died, if

they went forty-five strong to his funeral.

The sailor laughed as he replied " Oh, no !

He's lucky if he gets two !

"

During the first few days of September

Dieppe was the scene of a great exodus,

thousands of panic-stricken people rushing

there from all parts of France, in a mad
struggle to get on the boats for England.

In three days over twenty thousand refugees

were taken across.

A grey-haired old woman of between

seventy and eighty chalked my luggage at
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the Customs—after which I got settled in

the train for Paris.

One is constantly struck by the kindness

of the French people whom one meets in

travelling. On this occasion the French

lady who had been in my compartment

coming from London, came from the other

end of the train laden with dainty sand-

wiches, in case I had forgotten to provide

myself with food (a thing which had not

entered my mind).

She told me that nothing could be pro-

cured before we reached Paris, which might

be at any hour of the night. (My brother

had taken the same train a few days before

and had not arrived until 4 a.m. the

following morning.)

This is quite a typical instance of French

thoughtfulness and courtesy, and only one

out of dozens which have come my way.

The journey was uneventful, but interest-

ing. We passed through a most luxuriantly

beautiful country. La belle France in

very truth. The scenery of Normandy
makes a direct appeal to anyone with an

artistic nature. It is so rich, so " over-

flowing with milk and honey," like the

Promised Land, — so generous and vivid.

Sleek black and white cows stood knee-deep

in emerald grass, silver pools and streams
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gleamed here and there amid thickly-

planted orchards whose dense branches ap-

peared to entwine overhead. Pale green

lawns showed like a carpet between the

serried ranks of tree trunks, huts with

thatched roofs, prosperous farms, Lombardy
poplars, feathery elms, long yellow slopes

where the grain had been garnered, the rich

red earth of the ploughed field, all passed by
in a beautiful panorama. An occasional

milkmaid carrying a pail, and a little red-

roofed house here and there, peeping out

from the vivid green trees, gave life to this

country so suggestive of natural fertility

aided by intelligent cultivation.

Everywhere the farms appeared deserted,

and exhaled an indefinable air of neglect

which bespoke war. Soon it became dusk.

The pale golden crescent-moon which hung
in the still-luminous sky deepened in

colour, as time went by, until a blood-red

sickle finally disappeared behind the black

trees on the horizon. An ominous crimson

sign.

When it was too dark to see anything

further, I turned my attention to some

French ofiicers who were standing in the

corridor outside of our compartment, smok-

ing their cigarettes and chatting merrily,

now and again singing snatches of song.
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They seemed very happy to be on the way
to rejoin their regiments, these young de-

fenders of their land, who had been wounded

in the fighting at Mons and had just left the

hospital at Dieppe.

Some of the passengers entered into con-

versation with them and there ensued a

discussion of the struggle in Belgium and

France, the fighting at Mons, the battles of

the Oise and the Meuse, the Marne and the

Aisne. The officers were enthusiastic in

their praise of the English, whose slogan,

" Are we down-hearted ? No ! ! !
" seemed

to have taken their fancy, although it seems

to me rather feeble in the translation, *' Est-

ce que nous avons le coeur brise ? Non If"

They spoke warm words in praise of General

French, and from this they wandered on to

an analysis of the English character

—

which impressed them as tres serieiix—
even touching on the subject of religion, but

always in a tone of admiration and respect.

At Neufchatel a wounded soldier came to

the train to meet some comrades. He was

hailed with a perfect storm of joyous greet-

ings and asked how far off his hospital was,

etc. The soldiers on the train said that they

were awfully well treated at Dieppe, and

they would not mind staying there another

month. They added that the Germans did
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not object to being made prisoners, but on

the contrary they seemed rather glad that

it was all over and that they were going to

be well fed and cared for.

Our train did not go by way of Rouen, as

the bridges had been either burnt or blown
up, but we arrived in Paris nearly on
schedule time, a little after ten o'clock.

Paris was Hke a tomb. La belle " Ville

de Lumiere " was dark, dim and deserted.

Everything shuts at nine o'clock. It is the

law. It took some time to find a taxi and
get to " Mirabeau," a thoroughly nice and
comfortable hotel.



CHAPTER II

PARIS

PARIS desolate, sober, serious, full of

hospitals,—the streets almost deserted,

—it seems incredible. One can scarcely

believe that it is reality and not an evil

dream. Nearly all the shops are turned

into French Red Cross Ambulances —
that is the larger ones, the smaller ones are

either shut or empty. Everything is at a

standstill ; the streets are unnaturally

quiet with hardly any taxis about, and all

the motors seem to be in some way connected

with the Red Cross—in fact at present Paris

might be called the City of the Red Cross.

One can fairly stroll across the streets
;

and as for getting run over, I do not believe

one could do so if one tried. All the gay

brightness is gone. Every one seems gloomy

and preoccupied. The festive throngs of

other days have disappeared. There is a

sense of loneliness and desolation.

Worth's is turned into an Ambulance
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under the auspices of the Femmes de France,

a society of French voluntary lady workers.

The smart millinery shops in the rue de la

Paix are selling hats for next to nothing ;

everywhere one sees vendeuses sitting or

standing idle, as there are no buyers except

an occasional stray American like myself.

I was told that the American Ambulance
at Neuilly was short of nurses, so I went out

there armed with a letter to a Dr. Turner,

which I got from the clerk at Morgan,

Harjes & Co.

The hospital, which was formerly the

Lycee Pasteur, is a fine new building in

the Boulevard dTnkermann. There are a

number of gendarmes who guard it at

several places along the avenue. (All that

part of Paris seems to be well policed.) The
Lycee looks very spick and span and im-

posing, although it is still unfinished, with

considerable litter lying about the yard.

Every one was most courteous, but they told

me that I had been misinformed about the

shortage of nurses. In fact they had more

applications than they knew what to do

with, especially from people without any
training. However, they thanked me most

cordially, took my name and address, in case

they might need me later on, and asked me
if I would be willing to roll bandages. When
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I replied that I would be willing to do

anything to make myself of use, the matron

suggested that I should get vaccinated !

The whole place impressed me as very

efficient and well managed. The surgeons

looked so nice and clean in their fresh white

suits, and the nurses and sisters were im-

maculate in their snowy dresses adorned

with the Red Cross badge.

I did not catch a glimpse of the Indian

troops who are supposed to be encamped in

the neighbourhood.

Another German attack on Paris is ex-

pected at any moment, and there is con-

siderable excitement in the air.

I went to the Place de la Concorde to

see the Strasbourg monument denuded of

its crape. It was in the second week in

August, after the French successes in Alsace

and the occupation of Altkirch by their

troops, that the Alsatians in Paris made a

pilgrimage to the Strasbourg monument,

—

the women in native costume, carrying palm

branches, and the men bareheaded, bearing

the standard of the Alsatian Federation

and the Belgian and French flags. They

wound a tricolour sash around the statue

and tore off the crape that has been there

since 1871. This was eagerly divided up

for souvenirs, after which they sang the
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" Marseillaise " before dispersing. The
monument is not only decorated with the

tricolour but also with the Russian and
English flags. Seven French flags adorn

the front of it, and on the lower part some
one has nailed up a banner, edged with blue,

on which there is a picture of Jeanne d'Arc

in armour, on horseback. Above her are

the words " A Jeanne d'Arc " and below

is a scroll, embroidered in cross stitch, with

the words, " Protege La France et Stras-

bourg." It is obviously done by a little

child.

The statue was smothered in wreaths,

old and new, and it is a mass of flags. On
the round disc at the base are the words :

Qui VIVE ? France
L.

D. P.

QUAND MeME.

Underneath it are the English and Russian

flags. Near by I saw an artist making a

sketch of the beloved monument. No one

can fail to be touched by the love and fidelity

which France feels for her lost provinces

—soon to be regained.

Leaving the Concorde with its tall,

mysterious obelisk, I passed through the

graceful black and gold gates which lead

to the gardens of the Tuileries. The setting
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sun lit up the waters of the round pond,

where a fairy-like fountain plays continually,

facing the beautiful avenue flanked with

noble trees, which leads to the Palace.

As I entered the gate a well-dressed,

bare-headed man held out a Red Cross

box, asking for alms for " les pauvres

soldats blesses,'' a dole which was gladly

given.

Above in the sky a pale moon was hidden

among the white clouds, while behind me
in the glowing west the tall, grey silhouette

of the Tour Eiffel rose like some strange

flower from the dark trees at its base. As
I walked towards the exit to the rue de

Rivoli, I saw a child riding a rocking-horse,

happily ignorant of the throes through

which its native land is passing.

In the rue Caumartin I bought some of the

war postcards that are stuck up everywhere.

They are astonishing, and it is obvious that

they must be taken by the officers themselves,

as they represent bayonet charges, bat-

teries in action, men shooting from behind

stone walls, and other amazing tributes to

the energy of the amateur photographer.

They did not strike me as having been
" faked." Moreover, I constantly saw
officers in the Kodak shop in the Place

Vendome, where I took my own films.
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Every one is exclaiming about the

bravery of the English in saving the

guns. The woman from whom I bought

my newspaper nearly fell on my neck in

her outburst of enthusiasm. " Ce sont vos

braves soldats Anglais qui ont sauves les

cannons!—lis ont sauves les cannons!"
It was quite touching to find such apprecia-

tion of that most gallant deed of the British

thus shown by the humble little newsvendor.

We had a short conversation about the war,

in which she expressed warm gratitude

towards the English for having saved her

beloved Paris from the iron heel of the in-

vader. No newspapers are allowed to be

cried in the streets, and all sensational

headlines are strictly prohibited, with the

result that the French papers strike one as

exceedingly tame and uninteresting. No
matter how important the news is, it seems

fiat and dull when it is not arranged so as

to catch the eye and arrest the attention.

All special editions and '' extras " are for-

bidden, and no paper is allowed to come
out more than once a day. On the front

page of some of the journaux is printed

in large letters : Ce journal ne peut etre

crie. I think that the French rather like

dull newspapers, because they appear to

scorn my favourite one, " Le Matin,"
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saying that it has trop de chantage, crudely

translated " too much hot air."

On my way home I decided to take a taxi

and drive to the Eiffel Tower and see for

myself where the bombs fell.

I was lucky in getting a nice communica-

tive cocker who talked ** war " to me,

driving there and back. When he found

that I was an American sympathizer he

let loose the flood-gates of his patriotism,

and described the horror and terror of Paris

when the Germans were making their

famous march almost up to her very out-

posts.

In the end of August bombs had been

dropped on Paris from German " Taubes,"

from a height of seven thousand feet.

Rumours spread that the invaders were

pressing south on the Noyon-La Fere-Laon

line towards the capital, leaving a desolate

waste behind them. The wounded were

pouring in. Measures had been taken for

the protection of Art treasures, and Paris

was getting ready for a siege. One of

the Taubes dropped a sand-bag with a

message enclosed in it, which read :
" The

German Army is at the gates of Paris. You
have nothing left but to surrender." It

was written in German and signed by an

officer. Refugees flocked in by thousands,
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carrying their humble possessions on their

backs ; some brought pet canaries and

rabbits and even chickens with them.

At one time there were 30,000 refugees

at the Gare du Nord. The military author-

ities had cleared the outlying parts of the

town of all houses that would obstruct

the fire of the forts. Stories of the horrors

in Belgium were freely circulated with

gruesome exaggerations. The Germans had
forced their V-shaped mass as far south

as Creil, which is barely an hour by train

from Paris, and the patrols had pushed on

to Senlis. " Les allemands mangeaient leur

* Pumpernickel ' dans les hois de Chantilly."

All these things were enough to make the

strongest soul quail.

Then, on 3rd September, the Government

left for Bordeaux, accompanied by most

of the Diplomatic Corps, although the

American Ambassador chose to remain in

Paris. Fantastic rumours added to the

general excitement and a panic ensued.

The railway stations were crowded with

people struggling to get away. Permits

were dispensed with and only papers of

identification were required. On the 6th or

7th of September the Germans switched off

towards La Ferte-sous-Jouarre, and Paris

breathed once more. The back of the panic
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was broken. It was the magnificent stand

of the Allies which kept the enemy at bay

and saved the capital.

I listened to these tales as we drove up the

beautiful Champs Elysees, passing English

soldiers driving by in taxis. Somehow they

seemed to fit in with the conversation and

to belong to the city which they had
saved.

Leaving behind us the Musee de la Ville

de Paris and the Grand Palais, which was an

automobile place until war broke out, we
turned and faced the Invalides, sacred to

the memory of the great genius who lies

entombed there. Crossing the Pont Alex-

andre with its magnificent pillars, we arrived

at the Eiffel Tower. Its thin mystery fasci-

nates me. On top of it is the celebrated

wireless telegraph station, where all the war
messages are received, and which the

Germans have been so vainly trying to de-

stroy. It is with that object that they are

making such frantic efforts to drop a bomb
on the tower itself, or on the Trocadero

with which it communicates. So far both

have fortunately escaped the slightest

damage. I saw dark bundles passing

across the invisible wires which connect

them.

The traitor who tried to sell the Eiffel
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Tower plans to the Germans has been

sentenced to imprisonment for life, his

sentence to be shot having been com-
muted because his crime was committed in

time of peace.

The bombs did very little damage. The
Tower was not touched, but a house was
chipped and two or three people were killed.

Both going and coming back we passed

innumerable Red Cross motors decorated

with flags.

I took a farewell glance at the Trocadero,

which rose with its two towers against the

western sky. Behind the Eiffel Tower
loomed the great Ferris Wheel. In front

of me were trees and green grass.

On the return journey to the hotel my
communicative cocker told me that at the

outbreak of the war, when the Order for a

General Mobilization was posted up on the

door of the Sapeurs Pompiers at the Pre-

fecture of Police, all Paris was in a state of

wildest excitement,—the news spread like

lightning and almost instantaneously the

streets were full of shouting men and women
crying : Vive la France ! Vive la Repub-

lique ! They all were mad for La Revanche.

This outburst was soon followed by a period

of almost unnatural calm.

Thousands of Frenchwomen are busy at
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present making shirts and underclothes for

the soldiers. They meet in work-rooms

called ouvroivs, which are established all

over the town.

Business seems to be at a standstill, and
on some of the shops that are shut one can

read the inscription, Maison fermee d

cause du depart du patron et dcs employes

sous les drapeaux frangais.



CHAPTER III

VERSAILLES

ONE bright Sunday morning the Germans
dropped five bombs on Paris. I just

missed one, which exploded with a detona-

tion Hke thunder, killing a poor old man and
blowing off the foot of an unfortunate little

girl. A few minutes after the place had
been cleared, a man was showing round
what he said were the bones of the child's

foot !

It is difficult to see what is to be gained

by dropping bombs on harmless non-com-

batants. If the idea is to inspire terror,

the bomb-throwers fail in their object, for

every one goes out in the street with field-

glasses to see the Taube, or dove, as it is

so ironically called.

After leaving the scene of this cruel and
senseless bloodshed I went to the Gare St.

Lazare and took the train to Versailles, in

order to see the big English hospital there.

In my compartment there was a French
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lady who wore a Red Cross badge rather

conspicuously upon her breast. She offered

me *' The Matin," and entered into a

conversation in which she gave a most

harrowing account of the treatment of

French prisoners in Germany. From
this subject she went on to tell me about

the work that she was engaged in at

present, night duty at a station where the

French wounded arrive and from which the

fresh soldiers go off to battle. She said that

the soldiers going to the war told the poor

wounded ones that they would take revenge

for them. "Nous allons vous vengerl"

Sometimes the wounded would arrive with

pancements twelve and even twenty-four

hours old, and she and the other workers

would help, when possible, to apply fresh

bandages, make soup for the pauvres gars

and give them hot drinks, etc. I told her

that I should like to help, and she gave me
her name and that of the lady in charge of

the French Red Cross AuxiHary. She spoke

feelingly about her son, a French officer

who was at the Front ; and then proceeded

to tell me that my soldiers had saved Paris,

that my General French was a great officer,

and that my Lord Kitchener was a magni-

ficent man. The disappointment created

on hearing that I was an American wa§
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quite depressing, but she was pleased to

know that I had du sang Anglais et

Irlandais in my veins, and warmed up again

when I presented her with the deep sym-
pathy of the Etats-Unis, telHng her that all

Americans loved and sympathized with
France, and would be only too wilHng to

fight for her if necessary. (I think this is

strictly true.) She longed for peace, but
said the English would continue the war
jusquau bout as they were des gens tris

determines. The train took an hour and
a quarter to get to Versailles, instead of the

usual thirty-five minutes. It was a fine

summer day, and we passed through the

most beautiful scenery, with the usual

luxuriant vegetation. At Versailles I had
an omelette at the little station inn called the
" Lion d'Or," and then I went to a tahac

and bought all the French cigarettes I

could find as there were no English ones,

and some tobacco and cigarette papers.

(Horrid cigarettes they are too !—but the
" Tommies " seemed pleased to g^t them,

as smoking is their one solace.)

Walking up the fine avenue called the

Boulevard de la Reine, with its noble trees,

I came to the magnificent hospital, formerly

the Trianon Palace Hotel. It is a truly

ideal spot for a hospital, and it is a marvel
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of English efficiency and organization. I

was one living exclamation point of admira-

tion from the moment I entered the gate

until I left. The grounds were filled with

convalescents in khaki, all looking happy
and cheerful. I passed them and went to

the front door, where a Red Cross soldier

asked me very politely whom I wished to

see. I had been asked the same question

in the grounds. I said I wished to look

over the hospital ; so he called the Colonel.

The latter was exceedingly courteous, but

it was obvious that he was somewhat puzzled

at my unexpected arrival. (I seemed to

be the only visitor except one old French

Sister with a basket of food.) He asked me
if I knew any of the officers, if I knew any-

one in the hospital. I said I was awfully

sorry, but I didn't—that I had just heard

about the hospital, and had come up to

look it over and take some kodak pictures.

He said, " You want to take kodak pictures

of the wounded ?
" "Of the hospital and

grounds—of the whole thing in fact," I

replied. " What do you want to do with the

pictures ?
" ** Oh, send them to my friends

to show what a nice place the wounded have

over here." He seemed satisfied, and said,

'* It is rather unusual, but you don't look

like a German spy !
" I laughed and got
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out my passports for him. He examined
them, but he still seemed a trifle puzzled.

Finally he said he would show me round,

and he told me there was going to be a

funeral that afternoon, and asked me if I

wanted to go to it. We met the old French
woman in the hall, and he asked if I knew
what she wanted. I said, " Why, don't

you speak French ?
" He said, " Not a

word." The interpreter had come forward,

but I found out that she just wanted to give

the things in her basket to the soldiers in

the garden, only she wanted to distribute

the stuff herself, and it was against the

regulations. The Colonel looked in her

basket, and told me to tell her that she could

do so to those out of doors but not to those

in the wards. Then he shook hands with

her, and we wandered through the ground
floor ward, while I distributed the cigarettes

among the Tommies. The Colonel stopped

to give some directions about a wounded
man, so I said I would go on upstairs. He
told me to knock at any door before Iwent in,

but I preferred to get hold of a Sister, and
she took me in to see an officer in the Worces-

tershire Regiment. I offered my own
private cigarettes to the young man, who
was evidently pleased to see visitors. The
poor boy had been shot in both arms and
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one leg. His right arm was paralyzed.

But, in spite of this, he was most anxious to

get well and return to the Front. I started

to go, and he said, " Oh, don't go yet !
" I

replied that I feared conversation would

tire him, but he said that on the contrary

it took his mind off himself. So I sat

down on an adjoining bed while he told me
the history of his battles and wounds. It

was quite thrilling, yet so simply told, with

only the barest necessary mention of him-

self—all about his men, and the Germans
and the fighting. He had crossed a branch

of the Aisne, by wading, in order to take a

farmhouse on the opposite bank ; there he

found he was trapped, with the Germans at

his back, behind some trees. He had taken

sixteen prisoners, but they had surrendered

only in order to lead him into a deadlier

place in which he was ambuscaded. There

was no way out but to hurry back through

the fire. He had been the first to cross, so

he was the first to discover the trap, and
hastily called to his men to get back as

quickly as they could. Though wounded
in both arms, he managed to get away, but

was again hit in the leg at the last moment.
He was helped out of danger by some of his

men, but it was hours before he could see a

doctor. He had to lie on straw and freeze
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until he could get medical assistance, and
finally be moved to a hospital.

He told me a lot about the Germans.
They are very tricky, but the men only obey
orders. One German prisoner told him
that he did not know he had been fighting

the English !

Fearing to fatigue him by letting him talk

too much, I went upstairs and gave the

Tommies on the top floor the rest of my
cigarettes, helping them to light them, and
trying to say some words of comfort. They
seemed so pleased to have some one to talk

to, and so grateful for the wretched cigar-

ettes. Some had just arrived from the

trenches, and they looked most horribly

weak and ill. But all of them were so brave
and patient and cheerful, although they

brought tears to one's eyes when they said

how glad they would be to see wife and
children again.

I went over the grounds and inspected

the tents, which are ideally clean and well-

arranged. The entire place struck me as

the perfection of efficiency and comfort.

Before I left I had an opportunity of seeing

the funeral. It was a most imposing and
solemn sight. When the hearses were drawn
up in front of the gates everybody stood, the

convalescents, who were sitting on chairs in
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the sunshine and under the lofty trees, rose

and leant against their seats, or else they

were helped up and supported by their com-

rades. There were six men buried, all

English soldiers. Hundreds of French

people crowded outside the gates, and the

great majority of them followed the funeral

to the cemetery as a tribute of respect to

their brave Allies.

There were some German prisoners at the

hospital, about seventeen in all, who had
been wounded but were now almost well.

They sat by themselves in a group, at a table

on the raised terrace, and they seemed in the

best of spirits, laughing and talking in the

most cheerful manner. The Colonel stopped

and chatted with them in a friendly way,

evidently his usual custom, as they showed
no surprise, but greeted him with pleasant

smiles, more like old friends than deadly

enemies. The Germans were a fine-looking

set of men, whom one would have thought

incapable of the atrocities which they are

said to commit when the war-madness is

upon them.

In the train going back to Paris were two
Frenchmen and their wives. They were

discussing the war, and presently they

addressed some remarks to me. Again I

was presented with the British Army and
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French and Kitchener in the bargain.

This time I accepted the whole lot, as I was

too tired to deny that I had saved Paris.

Moreover, it is so nice to be made such a

fuss over. But, after about five minutes

I felt most frightfully uncomfortable, and
was cured for all time of the desire to sail

under false colours.

Every one is in a state of rage and horror

over the bombardment of Rheims Cathedral.

A man who has just come from there says

that the gutters ran with blood. There

were sixty wounded German prisoners in

the Cathedral, some of whom tried to save

themselves from the flames, only to fall

into the hands of the mob, who, thinking

they were trying to escape, killed them.



CHAPTER IV

SOME EXPERIENCES IN PARIS

ONE evening I was invited to dinner to

meet some intrepid war correspondents

who were imprisoned in Paris for having

succeeded in getting to the Front at Soissons

and at Rheims, where they witnessed the

bombardment of the Cathedral and wrote

glowing descriptions for the English news-

papers.

Among them were Richard Harding Davis,

Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, his brother and my
own brother, Granville Fortescue. At first

all of these too daring representatives of

the Press were sent to the historic Cherche-

Midi prison, which must have been about

as uncomfortable as the trenches. From
there they were transferred to Napoleon's

Tomb at the Invalides, thence to a Girls' High
School, temporarily turned into a prison, and
finally the sentence was commuted to im-

prisonment in Paris for eight days. (I can
think of worse forms of punishment

!)

39
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At Rheims the fagade of the Cathedral

is intact, but the roof is entirely gone, and

the wonderful stained glass is shattered to

bits. Some of the correspondents are having

small pieces of the exquisite sapphire blue

set in sleeve-links, by way of souvenirs.

My brother and Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett

took some excellent photographs during

the bombardment. Among them was a

gruesome picture of one of the German
prisoners who had been burned to death

just outside the Cathedral. A blood-chilling

presentation of the horrors of war.

The correspondents all seemed very happy
and cheerful, despite their dangerous and

fatiguing adventur(^s. They were in great
" form," and the conversation fairly sparkled

with bons mots and witty sayings. Mr.

Harding Davis consented to give a most

interesting account of his narrow escape

from being shot, when he was captured by

the Germans, and Gerald Morgan regaled

the company with graphic and thrilling

descriptions of his experiences in Belgium.

A young lieutenant who was present told

us how he got on with the Allies in spite

of the fact that he did not know a word
of French. He kept repeating A has les

Allebosches ! at the same time making a

motion as if to cut his throat, clicking his
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tongue, followed by shaking his own hand.

This he illustrated very funnily. (It sounds

like Freemasonry.)

The food was execrable. Real war-time

food ; although we were dining at Voisin's,

one of the best cafes in Paris. The cham-

pagne was excellent and plentiful, owing to

the happy fact that Paris is not yet in the

hands of the Germans ! All over France

the cooking is infinitely below the usual

standard, so much so that one wonders if all

the cooks have gone off to the war, leaving

nothing but kitchen scullions to take their

place. Prices, however, are high enough.

The dinner for nine people cost our host

480 francs, exclusive of the tip.

We were turned out of the cafe at nine

o'clock, as all lights have to be out at that

hour. One of the cafes near by was closed

for having failed to observe this regulation

the previous night.

Although it was a very enjoyable evening,

listening to the interchange of wit and
stories of adventure, I felt rather like a rice

pudding at an Epicure's Feast.

When we went out everything was pitch

black in the streets, save for the huge search-

lights moving to and fro.

I changed my belongings to the Hotel

Marlborough because the restaurant at the
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"Mirabeau" being closed it was inconvenient

to be perpetually going out to eat. Some-

times after breakfast I have stood at the

balcony windows watching the horses going

by. They always go up the Boulevard des

Capucines, in the direction of the Opera, in

pairs, a soldier attending to each pair,

walking alongside. Possibly they may be

intended for the Indian troops.

I heard that Cook's had " Excursions to

the Battlefields," so I went to their office

to inquire, but it turned out that I would

be the only excursionist and it would cost

me forty-two francs and a carriage for the

interpreter and myself. I decided that I

preferred to go alone. Cook's man said

that one could hear the cannon at Senlis,

and pick up bits of shell. (Quite like an ex-

cursion to the seashore.) Somehow the

idea of going to ruined and devastated

fields and villages in order to pick up " bits

of shell " struck me as positively o:Sensive.

One wants to see the places, but not that

way and not for those reasons.

After registering at the American Con-

sulate, which I had been strongly advised

to do, I went to the French Red Cross

and asked if I could be of any help, but I

was told that it would be better for me to

go to the English.
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Being quite near the beautiful Pare

Monceau, I took a walk there amid the gay

flowers, fresh green grass and shady trees

with the sunlight shining through th6ir

leaves. It was most peaceful and soothing.

From there I went to the Second British

Red Cross Hospital, No. i bis, rue Troyon

(The Institut Jaworski), in order to get

vaccinated, and also to offer my services.

There was some delay about the vaccination,

as a number of wounded had just arrived

from the front, but the doctor asked me to

wait, and I did so until he was able to attend

to me.

After the vaccination, I asked if I could

be of assistance in any way, and the head

of the hospital, Dr. Suzor, said he would

be very glad of my services to help the

trained nurse who was in charge of the

wounded at night. In fact, they were short

of such assistants at the present moment.
Naturally, I was only too pleased to take on

the job at once, and the doctor told what
it was necessary to provide myself with.

I explained to him that I was trying to

get day work, as I was not sufficiently

strong for continued night duty, but that

I would be glad to help as long as I was
needed. He seemed quite satisfied with

this, and I arranged to begin that night.

3
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On the 29th of September, the news-

vendors made a great harvest out of Madame
de Thebes' "Predictions." She is the

Soothsayer who prophesied the war, and
had the temerity to name the date of the

Kaiser's death. They were seUing her

prophesies all over Paris, from early morning,

when I bought one out of idle curiosity,

until late at night. One would have thought

that theywould be discouraged after hawking

these ridiculous predictions about the streets

all day, but hope dies hard, and they kept

insisting that, " II va mourir ce soir I
"

The French are tr^s intrigues in regard to

Lord Kitchener. To them he typifies the

English character ; cold, calm, self-con-

tained, strong and capable, full of energy

and exceeding thoroughness, possessed of a

determination amounting to fanaticism

;

the whole flavoured with a dash of sentiment.

One is frequently asked about the vie

intime of the Minister of War, and questioned

as to the little bits of gossip and on dits

that go to show the more human side of

the great man. The story of his affection

for a pet linnet is very taking, but unfor-

tunately the latest and most authentic

version of this tale, which I heard from

a cousin of his, makes it a parrot, and it is

quite impossible to connect any sentiment
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with that odious green bird. As a matter

of fact I do not look upon devotion to a

parrot as an evidence of the little blue flower

of tenderness unexpectedly springing to

life in otherwise arid soil. It seems more

like a practical measure taken in self-defence,

to point the proverb that " An ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure." The
master mind has only to contemplate this

chattering, gaudily-bedecked, empty-headed

creature to realize that he can escape from

it whenever he wishes to do so, while—

I

hesitate to carry the simile to the bitter

end, but every wise bachelor should provide

himself with a parrot.

However, an appeal to the imagination

is far stronger than an appeal to the senti-

ments, so it is much more interesting to

picture Lord Kitchener as a Rock of Gibraltar

or the Human Sphinx.

The Hotel Astoria, which I went to see,

is now Red Cross Hospital No. i. It seems

only a short time ago that I was going there

to gay tea-parties. At the present moment
it is a splendidly - equipped hospital for

English wounded. I also paid a visit to the

headquarters of the British Red Cross at

number 30 Avenue de I'ena. The entrance

was draped with flags, and a whole fleet

of Red Cross ambulances and motors stood
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outside the doors. Inside were a mingled

throng of ** Boye Scoots," officers and soldiers

in khaki and men in plain clothes. I said

that I had come to subscribe the ten francs

necessary to get a badge. This sum has

never impressed me by its magnitude, but

it acted as an open sesame and I was ushered

into the holy of holies, where a number of

smart-looking women were entertaining a

well -set -up Major who wore a monocle.

There were various other men present, but

he was the central figure. A pleasant

woman of attractive appearance, whom I

mistook for an American, but who was
really EngUsh, relieved me of a guinea and

made me an " Active Member " of the Red
Cross, by way of exchange.

The Major was regaUng his audience

with an account of Chant illy, where there

is an important hospital for wounded of all

sorts. He had been there that very after-

noon and had seen a most horrible case of

atrocity, committed by the Germans on the

little son of a poor French peasant. The

wretches had cut off the child's hands and

put one of its eyes out. Both father and

son were in hospital, as the former had also

been cruelly maltreated. The Major told

another tale of a wounded English prisoner

with a shattered arm. When the Germans
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captured him their doctor caught hold of

the injured wrist and twisted it round and

round. Finally it had to be amputated.

One can hardly realize that human beings

could do such things ! The Major said that

they were not human beings but devils, i ^i

On the other hand, I was talking one

evening with two well-known English doctors

to whom I happened to mention that I was
on the trail of atrocities. One of them asked

me if I had found any, and I was obliged

to admit that I had not personally verified

a single case, so far. He replied, " Well,

you wont !
" I asked him to explain his

meaning, and he told me that, apart from the

usual atrocities that occur in every war,

he did not think that I would find any of

the much - talked - of cases of deliberate

brutality and maiming that figure so con-

spicuously in the newspapers. I told him
the Major's story, but it did not seem to

make much impression. He said that he

had heard over and over again of the little

Belgian and French children who had had
their hands cut off and their eyes gouged

out, but that he had been unable to find

any trace of them, and that the same applied

to the doctor whose horrible mutilations

have been so widely advertised. He said

quite frankly that he did not believe in the
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existence of this person. I had heard of

this same doctor, who had been so cruelly

maltreated when captured by the Germans
while he was attending to the wounded on
the battlefield, and I had been given his

address by the sister of the woman who had
*' seen and spoken to him "—but when I

wrote to the hospital, Miss Keyser's in

London, I was told that I had made a

mistake as they had never had such a case

in their hospital. The doctor with whom I

was discussing this matter, and his friend,

both pooh-poohed the stories of the cruci-

fixion of wounded Gurkhas and the hanging

of English prisoners, tales that are current

gossip.

It is hard to know what to believe, but

the taking and shooting of hostages is quite

enough to stamp the Germans as capable

of almost any atrocity.



CHAPTER V

NURSING THE TOMMIES

THE month I was connected with the

Second British Auxiliary Red Cross

Hospital, otherwise known as the Institut

Jaworski, will always be one of the most
interesting recollections of my life. There

I was brought into intimate contact with,

and given first-hand opportunities of study-

ing, the British character as exemplified

by the members of the Expeditionary Force.

Without exception these men were the

bravest, most cheerful, patient and long-

suffering individuals that I have ever met.

It was a real privilege to be able to do any-

thing to help ease their sufferings even in the

slightest degree.

My first night, I arrived there at 8 p.m.

dressed in the regulation white overall,

headgear and Red Cross apron. The day
nurses, who were still on duty, consisted

almost entirely of French voluntary lady

workers, although the hospital is only for
39
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British Tommies. No French wounded
are taken, nor any British officers. The
latter are sent to the Astoria and other

hospitals especially reserved for them. The
Jaworski contains a number of wards situ-

ated on three floors, the rest of the build-

ing being used for various purposes con-

nected with the hospital work ; rooms
where the doctors sleep, a large kitchen on

the top floor, reception salons, an operat-

ing theatre, X-ray chamber, etc. Every-

thing imaginable is done for the care and
comfort of the patients, and all the dress-

ings are done by the medical men and their

assistants.

Dr Suzor introduced me to the head
night Sister, Miss Lee, a fully qualified

and certificated English-trained nurse, who
very kindly took me the round of the wards,

introducing me to the patients as an

American lady who had come to help nurse

them. They all welcomed me and made me
feel at home at once, even the worst cases

had a feeble smile of greeting.

Everybody was exceedingly pleasant and
polite, the French ladies taking much
trouble to explain things minutely and to

show me where everything was kept. Some
of the men were most horribly shot up, and
others were in the agonies of rheumatism,
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pneumonia or dysentery, but not one single

man made a complaint of any sort or

showed anything but a martyr-like patience.

They would apologize for giving me trouble

when they wanted anything, always saying
" Thank you, Sister," or *' Thank you.

Nurse " after every little service. They
are allowed to smoke at any time, day or

night, and that seems to be their chief

solace.

All lights are put out at nine o'clock, and
it is then that night duty begins ; but the

patients like one to come a bit earlier and
talk to them for a little while.

Nurse Lee gave me the middle floor,

comprising the least severe cases ; another

nurse had the floor below^ aod she herself

took the top wards, which contained the

most seriously wounded. I was rather

appalled at the responsibility thrust upon
me, but Nurse Lee came down to me quite

often, and explained exactly what to do
under the various emergencies that might

arise.

Although the big kitchen is at the top of

the house, every floor has its own little

kitchen where one can heat milk for the

patients, sterilize instruments, etc.

In the night the men seem to be always

dreaming that they are on the battlefield.
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They yell aloud in their sleep, and appear
to answer each other. I think that it is the

bayonet charges that make this terrible

impression on their nerves. One man told

me that they went mad during a bayonet
charge and simply had no idea of what they

were doing, until it was all over, and then

it came upon them with a sensation of

horror.

During the month that I was connected

with the hospital, I never heard one bit of

" grousing " from the men, or any word of

complaint. Neither did we lose a case,

although I could not see how some of them
could possibly recover. A boy would be
brought in, shot through the lungs, unable
even to be put in a lying down position, his

nerves so shattered that he was afraid to

let himself go to sleep, saying that he would
only dream about it all ; and in a short

time he would be playing dominoes with a

convalescent comrade. Those who had clean

shot wounds seemed to get better in a few
days. The rheumatic cases would be the

same for weeks, and the dysentery ones were
very bad ; but I never could get over my
amazement at the quick way that wounds
healed, except in cases where there was
gangrene. These latter were the worst

cases of all.
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The patients impressed me as being an

exceptionally healthy, hardy lot, and their

cheerfulness was beyond parallel. We had
no cases of tetanus, while I was there.

The men who get that usually die before

they can be got to Paris. There is one

particular part of the Aisne where all the

wounded, almost without exception, develop

tetanus. It is said to be due to a microbe in

the earth of the turnip fields.

I found the work exceedingly absorbing.

One gets to take a personal interest in all

the fresh cases that come in, no matter

how many there are, and a pride in their

recovery.

The Tommies have a great sense of

humour, and they never are too ill for a

smile, even when in a very bad way indeed.

One lad of hardly more than twenty,

who was about to have a morphine injection

to deaden the agony of a gangrened arm, the

flesh of which hung in shreds, said that the

girls wouldn't look at him after he had his

arm off ; he would " have to be an old

bachelor now," with a brave attempt at a

smile. It is all that one can do to hand
back a cheery and encouraging reply when
one feels like crying, but they shame one

into doing one's part to the best of one's

ability.
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Before my first ten days of the hospital

were over, Paris was full of nurses, fully

trained. Red Cross, and a horde of amateurs.

Naturally I felt that it was my place to give

way to some one more experienced, but the

doctor and head nurse kindly said that they

were satisfied for me to remain on, so I was
only too pleased to finish out the month.

(That being as long as I felt I could stand

the strain.)

Sometimes amusing incidents took place.

On one occasion a man who had been shot

through the groin was apparently asleep and
breathing heavily. He had been in the

hospital some time and was on the high

road to recovery, but one of the nurses was
incautious enough to remark :

" Poor boy,

he will never be able to walk again \
" At

this the victim opened one eye and answered

with a broad grin :
" Won't I though ?

I'll be using you as a cane in a few daj^s 1

"

—and sure enough he was !

Another time, there was a man who was
asleep when I came on duty. He was all

right except for a finger off, and I was told

that I could give him anything he asked for,

but I was not told that he had been brought

in because he had been looking too freely
*' on the wine when red." He woke up in

the middle of the night and began ramping
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round like a madman. I made him get back

to bed, telling him that he would wake
up the whole ward. To soothe him I said,

" Be quiet and Fll heat you a drop of milk."
" A drop of milk !

" he howled, " a drop of

milk ! Lumme ! I could drink the ocean !

"

I had to laugh as I replied :
" Well, I'll

start you on a glass of water while I make
a nice big bowl of hot tea." He was all

right after that, and he seemed awfully

ashamed of himself because I thought it

was the pain of his finger that had led him
to commit the indiscretion.

This was the only case of the kind that I

came across—which speaks very well for

the British Tommy.
Most of the men declare that they want

to get back to the Front, but a few say that

they have " done their bit." The young
boys seem to me to suffer most from nerves,

although one would expect just the opposite.

The men of about thirty-five, especially

when they belong to the regular Army,
seem to stand the nervous strain the best.

Some of them have been in all the fights

from the very beginning, and yet they

apparently are quite all right, apart from
their actual wounds.

From four until six o'clock in the morning
is the period that is the most trying. Then
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all the patients are either asleep or under

morphine, and one has time to think of one's

own pains and aches. It is light, however,

and one can read a bit, if one likes, or look

over the pile of magazines that are always

at hand. Biscuits, etc., are left out, and
one can always make oneself a cup of tea ;

although I preferred to bring my big Thermos
fiask full of hot coffee.

Every afternoon from two until four, the

time allotted for the reception of visitors,

the hospital is crowded with kind-hearted

French people laden down with gifts for

the Tommies. Fruit, cologne, cakes,

chocolate, beautiful roses and all sorts and
varieties of things. It does not matter

that neither party can understand the other,

the pleasure is the same. EngHsh and
American visitors come too, but of course

there are very few in Paris, except those

engaged in the hospitals.

It was quite like a happy family at the

Institut Jaworski, and the men did not

want to leave when they were getting well

and were obUged to move on to a con-

valescent hospital. They even declared

that they hated to go to Versailles, that

surpassingly lovely place. I said: "Why,
you will simply love it there ! It is an

ideal spot, and the hospital is magnificent !

"
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They only replied that they did very well

where they were. " We like it here because

we feel at home, and you all spoil us."

One thing struck me as odd. So many of

the men said to me in almost the very same
words :

" You don't know what it means
to us to hear an EngUsh-speaking voice !

"

It seems to get on their nerves to be con-

stantly hearing a language which they do

not understand.

Everybody was on the alert to do things

to give the invalids pleasure. The pro-

prietress of the *' Marlborough " would send

up the homely but thrice welcome porridge

every morning, already cooked and ready

for heating up. The " Daily Mail " sent

dozens of free copies of the Paris edition,

and I heard that they did the same to all

the hospitals and also to the men in the

trenches.

In spite of all this attention the men never

gave the slightest indication of being
*' spoilt," nor did they ever seem to take

these things as a matter of course, as one

might naturally expect them to do.

On one of my " days off " I went to Sunday
service at the English Embassy church, in

the rue Aguesseau. About sixty people

were there already, and at the Te Deum
a dozen young soldiers came in, dressed in
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their khaki uniforms. They were followed

by twenty Red Cross nurses of both sexes,

with the brassard on their arm. The women
were in the regulation dark blue uniform and
the men wore khaki.

Later yet, two officers—splendid speci-

mens of manhood—came in and took the

pew directly in front of me. Both were

over six feet tall and magnificently built.

They were dressed in cavalry uniform, and
one looked as if he had been riding hard for

many hours. He appeared exhausted, and
his coat sleeve had been torn out and sewn

in again with the rough-and-ready stitch of

a person who has never tried sewing before.

The other man was a complete contrast ;

he was as spick and span as if he had just

come out of a bandbox. Both were obviously

aristocrats, with much grace and distinction

of bearing. My interest was aroused because

of their devotion, which was obvious to the

most casual observer. They prayed with

genuine fervour, and both remained to

Communion. It isn't often that one sees

fine strong men so devout in church. But

the English never seem to be ashamed of

their religious feelings.

The service began with " God Save the

King "—which is the universal custom

since the war began, and after church was
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out, the Red Cross people drilled before

marching down the street.

Later on, I went up to my patients and

listened to their war tales. They love

to talk about the battles, and also their

experiences in France and Belgium. The
language difficulty often leads to amusing

situations. One time, two of them wanted
food and they didn't know how to ask for

it. As Tommy expressed it : "I didn't

know any French, but my chum knew one

word, pangy and he kept on saying pang
and opening and shutting his mouth till

they brought us some bread." (The French

are not lacking in intuition.)

Another time some French ladies wanted
to give the Tommies a great treat, bacon for

breakfast, to remind them of Old England

and make them feel at home. Unfortunately

it was served raw ! The men wouldn't

touch it, and the poor French ladies were

in despair. Gestures were unavailing, and
no one knew the verb " to cook." Finally

a bilingual person was captured and the

situation was saved.

On another occasion only condensed milk

was to be had, and the woman who was
preparing their coffee started to divide one

tin between two cups ; however, they

rescued the precious stuff in time.

4
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In Belgium they were treated like kings,

the people showering presents on them at

every turn—food, bottles of perfume, fruit,

cakes, all kinds of little souvenirs, and
avalanches of flowers. They never were

allowed to pay for anything ; no one would
take a penny, and even the bootblacks would

go out in the streets to polish their boots

and refuse to accept anything for the ser-

vice. They never seemed to tire of singing

the praises of the Belgians, of their generosity,

their hospitality and their courage. (The

poor Belgians ! They won't be able to

display any more hospitality for many a

long day.)

An artilleryman who was in all the battles,

from the very first, told me that he went

two days without water, on the famous re-

treat from Mons. They were not allowed

to fill their water flasks for fear that

the Germans had poisoned the streams. He
knew a couple of infantrymen who had
marched two days on one biscuit between

them. Sometimes they would only get

one or two hours sleep of a night, and at

other times no sleep at all. But the men
didn't mind that half so much as having

to retreat, though of course they knew it

was necessary. They simply hated falling

back before the Germans. I told my
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narrator that the retreat would go down
in history as one of the grandest things

in the war. But he couldn't see it.

To him it was a necessary evil and no

more.

He explained the delay in getting the

wounded from the trenches to the medical

tents, which are situated a few yards behind.

(Thirty yards, I think he said.) They had to

get them out at night, for if they popped

a head above the trench in the daytime the

Germans would pick them off. Even at

night the enemy was near enough to hear

the rustling and would turn the searchlights

on them and ruthlessly shoot anyone ex-

posed to view, whether they were carrying

back wounded or not. He said it took his

company two days to carry sixteen wounded
(horribly wounded, he said : smashed up,

arms and legs torn off, etc.) thirty yards.

Many died in the trenches. The lack of food

told against them also ; a tin of " bully

beef " and a couple of ship-biscuits for four

men, and lucky if they had a drop of water

to go with it. (No wonder that they

appreciate the chocolate and other dainties

that are given them here.)

A clergyman came to see the men while

I was there, and the doctor introduced

me as ** one of our guardian angels." He
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did not mean it to be funny, but it certainly

sounded so.

One day an Irishman told me of a
** Belgian atrocity " which came under his

own personal observation.

When in Belgium he and another man
had taken their horses to water, and while

engaged in this occupation they saw two
white objects among the bushes in the dis-

tance. At first they were puzzled and

wondered if some dead soldiers had been

robbed of their clothes by ghouls. Sud-

denly it dawned on them that the white

objects were a couple of women, as the

narrator expressed it : "I said to meself
* they do be faymales I believe !

' " His

friend refused to go and see, saying as an

excuse that he was a single man. But my
Irishman replied that he was married and

the father of three, " two boys and a lass "
;

so giving the other man his horse, he started

to investigate. He said quite simply, " I

went for the love of God." (I was quite

touched at this quiet reverence of a humble

sincere soul.) The white objects turned

out to be two young Belgian girls whom the

Germans had outraged and stripped of all

their clothing, carrying off the latter, so

that the unfortunate creatures would have

nothing with which to cover themselves.
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The poor girls were frightened and tried to

crawl into the bushes when he came near,

so he went back and got his Captain, who
spoke French, and the latter brought them
clothes and heard their wretched tale of

abuse by over a dozen Germans ! (It

seems too dreadful to contemplate.) The
beasts tore off their beads and other medals

that Roman Catholics wear, and outraged

them while they held a loaded revolver to

each poor girl's head. The unfortunate

victims were in a pitiable condition of shock

and collapse. The good Captain finally

found some Belgian relatives with whom to

place them.

My narrator also told me about an
ammunition wagon that got stuck in the

mud, and the horses couldn't pull it out, so

the men were ordered to help, and, while

trying to do so, sixteen of them were killed

by the enemy. Finally they had to leave

it and blow it up with a shell (so the Germans
couldn't use the ammunition). He told me
of the horrors of the shells. Some pro-

jectiles weigh 112 and some 120 pounds !

The men are so blown to pieces that it would
be impossible to " coffin " them if anybody
had the time to do so.

Another lad told me that before he left

England someone had given him a packet of
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American chewing gum, telling him that it

would keep him from being sea-sick during

the crossing. He said that he had eaten

the whole of " the blooming stuff " and that

he had never been so sick in his life ! (It is

a wonder that he survived.)

At St. Nazaire, near the Bay of Biscay,

they had an awful time ; one sergeant lost

six stone, and a Captain lost five, but both

afterwards regained most of it. The rain

was terrific, and they were plagued with

mosquitoes. It was a most anxious time, as

Le Havre was in the utmost danger of being

taken by the Germans, and the soldiers of the

Expeditionary Force could not be got away
quickly enough. In the Bay of Biscay

itself, they had had a very bad time of it

on the transports. Both men and horses

were packed Hke sardines, and the stench

was something awful. Fortunately things

turned out all right in the end, though less

than half of the Expeditionary Force are

alive to-day.

When the British troops first landed in

France they were taken to the Front in huge

motor vans and lorries decorated with the

flamboyant advertisements which had graced

these vehicles when on their native soil

—

Bass's Beer, Hartley's Preserves, Johnny
Walker's Whisky, and all the rest of them.
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The French girls waved kisses to the men,

and pelted them with roses. At every

stopping - place buttons and regimental

letters were torn off and given as souvenirs.

Greetings were exchanged in shouts of

Franco - English and Anglo - French.
" Tipperary " was lustily sung, and alto-

gether it was one grand, glorious " joy-ride
"

for the Tommies.

The Army Service Corps were already at

the port when the troops landed, and they

got the tents up with a quickness which

amazed the French. Before night a canvas

city had sprung up on the spot. At the

Base, hospitals were arranged and all the

men's requirements were provided for, in-

cluding sheets of paper with the necessary

French words and their English equivalent

typewritten on them.

The first shot was fired at one o'clock on

Sunday, and the men were playing football

at Mons. The French supporting force

should have come up at three, but through

some misunderstanding it did not arrive

until nine o'clock, and the British Army
came within an ace of being annihilated.

(The famous " retreat " was what saved

them.)

Out of twelve hundred men of the Innis-

killing Fusiliers only two hundred and five
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came back alive. They started off singing

a song about " Goodbye, Mother, I'll come

back when the daisies blow." (Poor lads.)

Ten thousand men were lost in the

retreat from Mons. At Le Havre the men
were ordered to " stand by," and for a

week they sleptby camp-fires with their great-

coats on. That seems to have been the

experience they minded most of all. All

the discomforts of life and no active warfare

by way of compensation.

One hears the most gruesome tales about

the Algerian negro troops. They carry

German heads around in their knapsacks,

and they refuse to be parted from them.

They also keep strings of dried German ears

as souvenirs. Sometimes they will be

found eating these ears, with a dressing of

salt, pepper and vinegar !



CHAPTER VI

THE BATTLEFIELDS

1WAS told that it was no use trying to

get to the battlefields unless one was
prepared to bury dead horses, that being

the penalty incurred by venturesome people

who went to the villages near the Front.

A large party of sightseers, women as well

as men, were said to have recently been im-

pressed into service and made to bury men
and horses for forty-eight hours on end, with

but scant intervals for rest and refreshment.

Taking this tale cum grano salts, I declined

to be dissuaded from my purpose.

No one cares to look at dead men and dead

horses if it can be avoided, but naturally one

wants to see, for one's self, the scene of the

great conflict, and find out how much truth

there is in the statements made by writers

for the Press.

It was a beautiful, warm, cloudless day
when I made a very early morning start

for Meaux, the nearest place to the firing
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line to which tickets could be obtained.

Even this was a bit of luck, as it was the first

day that tickets were being issued that far.

Before reaching Esbly, we passed a de-

stroyed bridge and saw hundreds of French

soldiers going by in cattle trucks. They
were sitting on straw and calling for Des
journaux ! Des journaux ! We all thrust

our newspapers out of the windows at arm's

length, and they grabbed them as we went
by. They were evidently coming from the

Front, and had not had any news for some
time.

This incident was the occasion of a great

piece of luck for me, because it served as an
introduction to two French Army officers

who were in my compartment. They made
some explanations about the men going by,

and this led to their pointing out to me all

the places of interest along the route.

With GaHic courtesy, they lent me their

field-glasses to look at the destroyed bridges,

and gave me chocolate and bread, as I had
neglected to provide myself with any lunch.

(Some of the chocolates also served for my
dinner that night.)

Hundreds of cannon went by in open

trucks, probably being sent up to the

north-west, where the next spurt of activity

was expected.
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Crowds of poor peasants, returning to

their ravished homes, bundled into our

train at all the little stations along the

route. There was not enough room for

them, so they overflowed into the first-class

compartments, and soon we were packed

like sardines. The officers gallantly gave

their seats to the weary bundle-laden old

women, who politely demurred about taking

them.

There was no light in the train when
going through the tunnels, but the officers

had electric lamps, which proved most

useful.

The refugees were in a great state of

excitement, and full of the continued

bombardment of Rheims. One poor woman
came from there, having fled because two

bombs fell in her garden. She had trudged

on foot to Petit Champs Fleury and thence,

also on foot, to Epernay, where she was
helped to get to relatives nearer Paris.

It was pitiable to see her distress and
anxiety. She was now on her way to some
kind friends at Meaux.

All the French go about laden with

baskets of food—as the general fear seems

to be of starvation. There are two thousand

people in the fosses at Rheims, and no food

for them. The Germans are driven out of
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the trenches in the daytime, only to return

to exactly the same place at night.

We passed Noisy-le-Sec and Le Raincy-

Villemonde, which is said to be built in the

park of a chateau formerly belonging to

the Orleans family, Chelles-Gourney, where

the guide-book tells one that there was a

villa belonging to the Merovingian kings, and

Lagny, once burnt by the EngHsh in bygone

days. It is a beautiful country and I should

like to wander about it in happier times.

Meaux is a fine, flourishing town, set

amid trees and luxuriant vegetation. High
on the hill stands the stately cathedral of

Saint Etienne, which fortunately escaped

injury when the Germans tried to bombard
it. I saw one or two walls of houses that

were hit by shells, but very little damage
has been done.

The train halted for some time at Meaux,

and the guard came in and bundled every-

body out. But the officers had advised me
that there was nothing of much interest

there ; saying that if I really wanted to see

anything, I had better let myself be carried

on to La Ferte-sous-Jouarre. So when the

guard came in, they told him that Madame
was going on to La Ferte. There was some
conversation about the matter, and then

the train started to go and I was still in it.
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thanks to their intervention on my behalf.

Everything that the mihtary say " goes
"

in France at the present time.

Just bej^ond Meaux we passed the battle-

fields where the French and Germans are

buried in big mounds, with a cross to dis-

tinguish the French mounds and nothing

over the German.

At Trilport we passed a pontoon bridge,

the planks being laid on boats. A big Red
Cross ambulance dashed over it, so it must

be pretty solid ! Through field-glasses one

could get a very good view of the bridge

which was blown up by the English on
their way back to Meaux. The object was
to keep the Germans from following, but

the latter were not aware that the bridge

had been blown up, and when they arrived,

ten minutes after the English had left, a

big motor load of them dashed straight into

the Marne. A soldier deserves a soldier's

death, and a motor accident, even to the

enemy, fills me with no enthusiasm.

We had to go very slowly over some of

the reconstructed bridges ; and looking

far below, one could see freshly hewn white

stones alongside of the deep green water

of the Marne, where workmen were still

engaged on the job of repairing the structure

over which we were passing at the moment.
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It is a lovely country all about there,

well wooded and fertile, with countless

hayricks and cows on the gently-sloping

fields. Frequently one saw women, some
of them quite old, engaged in the work of

gathering in the harvest.

We passed Changis-St. Jean (I love the

French names !), and then came to La
Ferte, where I got out. My kindly military

acquaintances advised me that it was unwise

to proceed farther, because I should not be

able to return to Paris that night, and
might not be able to find either food or

lodging, as food was very scarce and the

place was in a rough state. I thanked them
for their courtesy and took their advice.

The station agent at La Ferte let me go

through without any trouble, and I got

hold of a peasant woman to act as my guide.

She took me through narrow streets, where
the houses were destroyed when the English

bombarded the place in order to drive the

Germans out. It is a small village, typically

French and full of local colour. The beauti-

ful Chateau, situated on the Marne, is in

ruins, and also the Pensionnat, the Cafe de

la Terrace, a dentist's house next to it and
row upon row of houses. The proprietress

of the destroyed cafe came along and was
introduced to me. She told me how the
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Germans had pillaged her place, throwing

furniture and mattresses, etc., into the

Marne, just out of spite. She said that

when the enemy arrived, the natives had
saved themselves as best they could by
getting away in huge market carts, ordin-

arily used for carrying beets. I heard

most horrible tales of German cruelty,

—the soldiers had cut off the right hand of

every male child who was unable to escape,

so that he could not bear arms later in life

;

and they had ripped up the abdomen of

every woman who was enceinte—thus killing

both mother and child. (It gives one

shivers to listen to such things !) People

are ruined and food is very scarce. The
bridges are all being repaired, the two at La
Ferte and others farther along the Marne ;

but the rows and rows of houses are left in

ruins. My guide walked all over the place

with me, taking me down the hill to see the

bridges, and showing me the best places from
which to take pictures. She also called my
attention to the sound of the cannon, which
I had noticed without realizing what it

meant. It is a peculiar and rather ominous
sound, with what seems like an echo, but
which I was told was the sound of the lighter

guns. Every one seemed to be standing

in the streets, huddled together, doing
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nothing, and no food could be bought. The
unfortunate inhabitants seemed stunned.

I just caught the afternoon train back to

Paris, owing to its being very late. A French

family got in at Trilport. The mother talked

to me during the rest of the journey, and
ended by giving me her card, saying that

she would like to see me again. She men-
tioned in the course of conversation that

she has nine relatives who are officers in

various regiments. The Archeveque of

Rheims, who is a friend of hers, has given

his personal blessing to each one of them.

She seemed to be very much interested

to know the English attitude in regard to

the duration of the war, which she hoped
would soon be over. It is amazing how
keen the French people seem to be on peace,

when the war has only just begun ! We
got to Paris about 8.30, and a small gamin
got me a taxi-auto which was promptly

confiscated by a gendarme, who wanted it

for a French General. The minion of the

law struck me as rather casual with his

Cest la guerre, Madame ! but just then

the General came up and he was most pro-

fuse in his apologies. I begged him to take

the taxi, saying I quite understood that his

time was of the utmost importance, while

I was in no hurry. This led to more apologies
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and explanations and protestations, during

which he actually showed me a depeche.

(In the time wasted we could both have

arrived at our destinations.) I cut the

Gordian knot by taking the Metro, leaving

my polite and distressed old General to his

taxi.

Twenty more bombs were dropped on

Paris from two German Taubes, but

they create very little excitement nowadays,

as every one is used to them. We took field-

glasses and went out to look at the hostile

aeroplanes. Nevertheless, it seems to me
that the French air scouts must be asleep.

I went to Senlis and saw the work of de-

struction that has taken place there. The
town is in ruins—heaps of stones and debris

where once there were charming houses,

and everywhere an indefinable air of deso-

lation.

Until the last few days no trains have
been running there except for military trans-

port, and it is only within the week that

passenger tickets have been issued. One
has to make a very early start from the

Gare du Nord in order to get back to Paris

the same night.

The day I spent there was pleasantly

warm, with a cloudless blue sky overhead.

Passing through the exquisite scenery

5
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of Saint Denis, Chantilly and thereabouts,

I finally arrived at the ruined station which
was my destination. It was totally de-

stroyed by the Germans, and is now only a

mass of charred stones.

The entire village presents a scene of

destruction that must be seen in order to

be realized. It is like visiting a place where
there has been an earthquake. Here and
there one could see big farm carts with

strong horses carrying stones from among
the debris. Whether it was to clear them
away or for fresh building purposes I cannot

say.

I had lunch in the cafe near the station,

and there the proprietor told me about the

terrible experiences which the inhabitants

had undergone. He had nothing in the

place but some bread and black coffee,

having given his last drop of milk to a party

of English officers who had passed that way
in the early morning. While I partook of

this meagre dejeuner he came and stood

by my little table in the garden and told

me tales of the invasion. The reason his

caf^ had escaped destruction was because

the Germans had used it as the headquarters

of one hundred and fifty of their troops.

They remained in SenHs for seven days, and

that time was a time of horror for the
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French. All who could escape had done

so, but the unfortunates who were left

behind suffered the most unheard-of bar-

barities. One bed-ridden old woman was
commanded to come downstairs in order

that her house might be set on fire. She

made a vain effort to do so but could not

succeed, so she was left to be burned alive.

Wounded French soldiers were thrown into

the flames, and some poor wretches were

crucified on the doors of their own houses,

where they were left until the fire reached

them and finally put an end to their long-

drawn agony. All the male children were

unspeakably mutilated : babies were

bayoneted in their mothers' arms ; women
were violated and then their breasts cut

off ; the Mayor and a number of prominent

citizens were taken out and shot offhand.

I never heard such shocking tales in my
whole life ! Allowing for the grossest ex-

aggeration, the aspect of Senlis itself is

enough to make one feel that a horde of

savages have been laying waste with fire

and sword.

My informant went on to tell me that the

Germans had drunk all his wine, some of

which was old and almost priceless. They
destroyed his furniture, carried off his silver

and linen, not leaving him a single convert,
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and even killed his dog, out of sheer vindic-

tiveness. They then smashed up everything

that they could not take away, in pursuance

of their poHcy of " frightfulness." Be his

stories true or false, the sight of the ruins of

SenHs would rouse anyone's feelings. It

was un vrai bijou, as I have heard a French-

man describe it, and now it is a veritable

rubbish-heap.

After lunch I walked for two and a half

hours—partly to get those wretched tales

out of my mind, but chiefly to get a thorough

knowledge of the amount of damage done.

It made one feel like Marius weeping over

the ruins of Carthage. If that is the sort

of thing the Germans have been doing in

Belgium, it will take a century to restore

the land to anything approaching its former

beauty.

One sees street after street of ruins, each

one more desolate than the one before ; but,

strange to say, the Cathedral is practically

intact, having only lost a small piece. I

went over two other churches, one of which

is a ruin and filled with straw on which some

French soldiers had been obliged to sleep

the night before, as they had no other

place to lay their heads. The round tower

has been damaged, I was told, although

it did not appear so, and there is very
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little left of what was once the chateau

belonging to a Captain Fenwick, an English-

man.

Senlis was the sort of place an artist

would have enjoyed living in. Surrounded

by magnificent forests, it had all the quaint,

old-world loveliness that fills the eye with

delight. Even in its destruction it still

contains spots of surpassing beauty

;

crumbling vine-covered walls, tall gates with

graceful stone vases on top of the posts,

quiet paths which lead one by solitary

shrines and crucifixes, so typical of the

France of long ago, and other beauties

which still leave an aroma of romance about

the outskirts of the ruined town.

I came across the remains of a most

artistic-looking house beside a small stream.

One could not help wondering what had
become of the owners of that place of fairy-

like beauty. Farther on were soft vistas

of trees, and old stone benches in unexpected

places ; closed-in gardens surrounded by
walls covered with red creepers, low-hanging

trees, vivid green grass, all nature seeming

to combine for peace and rest, while one

could hear in the distance the booming of

the cannon.

Senlis is the centre of three Hunts—the
Ermenonville, the Chantilly and the
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Halathe. It must have been an ideal spot

in which to have a country place.

Coming back, it was still light enough

to enjoy the exquisite scenery ; the soft

slopes and mellow trees, with white chateaux

gleaming in the distance. The names of the

stations are a constant source of pleasure

to me—Villiers-de-bel-Zouave, for instance,

—could anything be more picturesque ?

I left SenHs with a great feeUng of sadness.

One cannot witness the ruins of so much
loveliness and remain unmoved.



CHAPTER VII

FAREWELL VISITS

THE Chaplain of the British Expedi-

tionary Force, Captain H , who
was staying at our hotel, expressed a wish

to visit the hospital, so one afternoon I

took him to see it. He is a very big man,
and in the streets the Parisians all stared

at his khaki uniform, as if he were an army
in himself.

Our patients were delighted with him,

especially some of the convalescents whom
he brought back to have tea at the

hotel. (They love these little outings

;

dashing round Paris in a taxi, seeing all

the sights.) French people never seem
able to get accustomed to seeing the kilt,

and one of our wounded, a huge Black

Watch man, invariably creates a sensation

when he goes out.

The Chaplain is connected with a hospital

at Rouen, and the men were interested to
71
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hear about their comrades who are there.

They also enjoyed an account of his

Soldiers* and Sailors' Rest at Chatham,

where there are ten thousand men a

month, and yet never a policeman has to

be called in.

Captain H expressed himself as de-

lighted with our hospital, saying that the

men were lucky to be so well looked after,

and to have so much care and attention

lavished on- them. ** No wonder," he

remarked, " that they don't want to be

moved elsewhere." By a strange freak of

Fate, he asked a casual question in one

of the wards, and found that a patient of

ours had buried a young officer about whom
he had vainly been inquiring for over a

month.

The fall of Antwerp has caused a feeling

of depression in Paris. It was hoped that

the forts would hold out, and there is much
talk of spies and treachery.

Three English Red Cross ladies staying

at our hotel, who are trying to get work at

the " American Ambulance," asked me to

take them over the Institut, as they

were curious to see how things are managed
in the Paris hospitals. At the Jaworski

they offered themselves for either night or

day work, while waiting for the engagement
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at Neuilly. But the head nurse dedined

their services. She told me privately that

semi-trained women are worse than un-

trained ones, because they only know a

little and they think they know a lot, while

an untrained person realizes that she knows
nothing and is willing to do exactly as she

is told.

I was sorry, as they have been wasting

weeks of their time in the vain effort to

find work, although they are Red Cross

trained and have had a month's hospital

experience in London. It seems a pity

that every strong and wiUing person should

not be able to find a way in which to be

useful.

After my guests left, Nurse Lee took me
to number 37 rue Bellechasse, the large

Guard Hall or military poUce station,

through which all the English soldiers have

to pass before they leave Paris. A French

officer received us, a London Scottish

ushered us in, and an EngUsh soldier ushered

us out after the interview was over—so it is

evidently intended for all sorts and con-

ditions of men.

Six more bombs fell on Paris, causing

very little excitement, though considerable

injury. Eight people have been killed and

twenty or more wounded in two days. We
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went out as usual with our field-glasses,

and, from observation, discovered that the

German Taubes have a solid body, while

the French ones appear to consist of a head
and tail.

I was invited to go to Claridge's, which

is now the great suffragette hospital, entirely

run by lady doctors. It is splendidly

equipped and managed. Though anti-

suffragette myself—because I do not see

why we women should take on men's work
as well as our own—I cannot withhold my
admiration for the way the suffragettes

have behaved in this war. Not only

have they sunk their poUtical and other

differences, but they seem to be the only

women that I have come across who are

not continually squabbling among them-

selves. Claridge's looked quite different

from usual — so bare and practical and
workmanlike.

We walked right through to the big

rotunda, which is used as a tea place for

the doctors and nurses, and asked a woman
dressed in a smart mole-coloured uniform

if we could see Dr. Garrett Anderson.

To my surprise she replied that she was
Dr. Garrett Anderson. I had expected

to see a grey-haired old lady with glasses,

not this spick and span, alert-looking
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woman of about thirty-five or forty. She

was very neat, trim and workmanlike in

her appearance, with a sUm, girlish figure

and an interesting, intelligent, serious face

which brightened into a charming smile.

vShe carried herself well and her manners
were most gracious and charming. I

couldn't for the life of me imagine her

heaving stones at shop windows or brawling

with the police. It seems quite unthink-

able.

While on the subject of women, I must
say a word in praise of the Parisiennes.

They are most capable—especially those

of the lower classes—and are taking the

places of the men all over Paris,—in the big

grocers' shops, like Potin's, in the Under-
ground stations, the trams, and even in

banks, as in the Credit Fonciere, for example.

In all of these positions they appear to be

quite as efficient as their husbands or

brothers.

As everything was about to move in the

direction of Boulogne, I decided to move
with the first lot, the fighting having been
transferred there when the Germans hit

on Calais as a substitute for Paris. No
English wounded were expected in Paris

after October.
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There was a report spreading about that

the Government was about to return from
Bordeaux. I hoped it was true, because

Paris was so depressing with all the theatres

and cinemas shut, and no music, no light,

no cheerfulness. (Such a contrast to London,

where everything goes on as usual.) Even
when one has no time for gaiety, one likes

to know that it exists.

Among the interesting sights of Paris are

the Red Cross barges on the Seine. They
are given by the Dames de France, and are

most useful in lessening the sufferings of

the wounded, who are thus brought to the

capital in comfort instead of enduring the

agonizing jogging of a train. In this, as in

many other ways, the French are exceedingly

practical. For instance, the protection from

the sun worn by the Line regiments, or

ecrevisses des ramparts (rampart shrimps)

as they are called. These sunshades con-

sist of a cache-nuque, a piece of grey-blue

material, depending from the kepi, which

serves as a protection against sun, rain,

cold and wind.

Before leaving Paris, I made a farewell

visit to the patients and staff of the hospital.

I was deeply touched by the kindness of my
reception and felt quite sad at leaving them
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all. To my surprise and pleasure the doctor

presented me with the Red Cross enamelled

badge and the official brassard, and both

he and the head nurse said they would wel-

come me back at any time.



CHAPTER VIII

BOULOGNE

ON the morning of 20th October we
left Paris for Boulogne. At the last

moment Mrs. R , one of the Red Cross

ladies at our hotel, decided to accompany
me, which was much more agreeable than
travelling alone.

After considerable delay in the environs

of Paris we finally reached Amiens, passing

en route several bridges which had been
destroyed, and fields formerly used for

trenches, and now filled with water. They
made one think of an enormous rabbit

warren, the ground burrowed out in long

lines with occasional intersections criss-

crossing. It seems amazing that men can
live in such places for a month—and some-
times more—at a time.

The country looked exceedingly fertile, and
beautiful with the tints of early autumn.
Having left Paris at 10.22 a.m. we were

due at Boulogne at 5.30, but owing to the
78
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delay it was nearly that hour when we
reached Abbeville. (To add to our dis-

comfort there was no lunch served on the

train, and we had only provided ourselves

with a few biscuits and sandwiches.)

We were detained there until ten o'clock.

One of the London Scottish (who are

engaged in guarding the line of communica-
tion) was kind enough to look after our

luggage, and he found out for us that we
were not going to be allowed to leave the

station for dinner. This was distinctly

unpleasant information, as we had given

our last biscuits to some Belgian refugee

children at Amiens. There were hundreds

and hundreds of these poor souls at the

station there,—some waiting to be put in

our train and others to be sent to different

parts of France, where they wait until the

Germans have been pushed back from the

locality in which they live and they are

enabled to return to their homes. Some of

them looked like the very poorest of the poor
and others were quite well dressed, with
feathers in their hats and smart tailored

suits. There was a Frenchman in charge,

with notebook in hand, who seemed exceed-

ingly busy arranging which trains they

were to take. Many of them must have
been standing there for hours, and all
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looked very sad. They answered when we
spoke to them in French, but the lower

classes talked a peculiar language when they

conversed among themselves : obviously

Flemish or Walloon, as it sounded to me
like a sort of bastard German. A French

guard told me that they are billeted to

different parts of the country, where they

get work.

We also had seen a great many Belgian

engines being sent in the direction of Paris

(I counted twenty at one time), which

were sent out of Belgium in order to avoid

capture by the Germans when the Belgians

were driven out. Trains and trains full

of soldiers were being moved up from

Chalons-sur-Marne (so one lot told us as

they went by), towards either Boulogne or

Calais. It was at Chalons that Attila the

Hun vi'as checked in days gone by. May
this prove a good omen ! But, to return to

Abbeville. We all had to get out of the

train, although it was supposed to be a

through train, and if it had not been due

to the courtesy of our nice London Scottish,

I don't know what we should have done.

There were no porters about, and although

one only had ** hand " luggage, it was far

too heavy and bulky for us to carry. There

were about twenty Red Cross women nurses
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on our train, and also several doctors and
R.A.M.C. men. They all were allowed to

go off the platform into the village to get

food, but no one else was permitted to do

so. Seeing them go, and feeling decidedly

hungry, we were obliged to resort to subter-

fuge, so Mrs. R put on her Red Cross

coat, I showed my Red Cross badge, and

we marched boldly through. But as we
feared unpleasant questionings if we ate

at the station restaurant with all the others,

we asked another London Scottish if he

knew of any other good eating place near

by. He escorted us through the town,

where we had plenty of time to see the

really fine Gothic church, and the large

open market square with its illuminated

clock facing us like a pale full moon. It is

there that the marche takes place and all

the peasants bring in their wares.

We passed straight along, crossing the

square and following our original road—or

rather taking it up again, until we came
to a little tea-house on our right, shortly

after leaving the market - place. There

our guide introduced us to the land-

lady, who made us each an excellent

omelet and gave us cafe au lait and
brioches. After this, we returned to the

station and found our other London
6
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Scottish friend, who remained with us until

the train left. He gave us interesting

descriptions of what had happened to his

regiment since the war began. They are

on the Staff, attached to General French,

and are used as policemen, to guard the

Hnes of communication and various other

jobs requiring intelligence and tact. The
uniform is exceedingly picturesque and the

men re most courteous and attentive.

Our first London Scottish was a keen golfer

—

a player on the Scotch Links he told us

—

although we had no time for a long golf

conversation, being occupied with more ex-

citing topics. Their headquarters were at

Amiens and afterwards at Abbeville, but now
they have moved on. (They move on as the

Army moves, according to the line of battle.)

There have been a number of German
aeroplanes over Abbeville, but they were

not brought down there, although they were

shot at.

At ten o'clock at night the afternoon Paris

train came through Abbeville. It would

have been better if we had gone to an hotel

in the town and not tried to get on the

train, which was already crowded with

passengers from Paris, Belgian refugees and

French officers ; but as it was pouring rain

we made an attempt to crush into it with
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the others, our two London Scottish carry-

ing the luggage for us. We found there

was absolutely no room whatever on the

train—the corridors being crowded too,

—

so the best we could get was a small space

in the first-class corridor, where we sat on

our luggage, so close to each other as to be

unable to move or stretch our legs, and

there we remained in the same cramped posi-

tion until after three o'clock in the morning,

when we arrived at Boulogne.

At Etaples, or near there, we saw

an interesting revolving searchlight, for

coast defence, I suppose, of which I

counted the revolutions and found they

were twelve to the minute. It swept

round in a brilliant circle, so quickly that

one could not see how anyone could tell

whether there were aeroplanes about or not.

It was a tedious journey, exceedingly un-

comfortable and very objectionable, owing

to the fact that the French people in the

compartment shut all the windows. As
we had some refugees crushed next to us,

sharing seats on our luggage, the atmo-

sphere finally became of the consistency

and odour of Limburger cheese. How-
ever, we shut our eyes and tried to

sleep, and then I read some of Guy de

Maupassant's most depraved stories. The
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shock made me forget my surroundings

temporarily.

On finally entering Boulogne we saw
masses of machinery, huge buildings con-

taining materials in connexion with the

line, and a silent sentry with the yellow

light, from one of the lamps suspended

above, shining in his face. A cloud of

steam from our engine puffed against the

quiet sky, and near us were the red, orange

and pale yellow Hghts of the station, shining

through an iron tessellated bridge. It was
a beautiful picture. When we got off,

there were no porters, and alas ! no London
Scottish, so we struggled with the luggage

ourselves. Mrs. R got some of it out

to me, when the train suddenly went on
with her and the rest. I staggered along

with what I had, but finally almost gave it

up in despair, when I saw her in the distance

with a porter.

We had not wired to an hotel, so we
feared none would be open ; and there

were no taxis or cabs about. I thought we
should have to sit on our luggage in the

st^ition until breakfast time, when, to our

relief, a Red Cross man (a doctor, I think)

came and asked us what we were going to

do. (The nurses had been taken off in a large

motor car.) This good Samaritan took us
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to the Hotel Meurice, but when we got

there we found it was full. One of the

R.A.M.C. accompanied us around to the

Restaurant des Gourmets, where we suc-

ceeded, with the aid of the porter, in rousing

the proprietress and getting exceedingly

dirty rooms for the night. It was then after

4 a.m. The next morning the Red Cross

matron told us that they had been obliged to

sit up all night at the Meurice, or lie on the

floor of the salon.

We got up at eight, as Mrs. R was
returning to Paris and I was going to London
for a few days, in the afternoon, but I found

Boulogne so interesting that I decided to

remain, especially as the Bishop of Kharr

toum advised me to do so.

The place is full of English troops, and all

the hotels are being turned into hospitals.

Fourteen hundred wounded arrived to-night

and a thousand arrived last night.

We saw a large Red Cross ambulance ship

in the harbour.

The Hotel de Paris, the Red Cross head-

quarters, is full of nurses, and no more are

required. They were in confusion when we
went there, as they had only just arrived,

after changing from the Meurice.

Mrs. R was inclined to consider our

efforts as hopeless, so she decided to return
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to Paris, collect her friends and then go back

to London ; but I suggested that we try the

local clergyman, as a last resource, and see if

we could get work through him. With this

idea in view, I inquired in the office of an

hotel and found that he was the Rev. Har-

wood, 7 rue Daunou. We ventured to call

on him and he proved most kind, giving us a

letter to the Bishop of Khartoum, who was
staying at the Hotel Richmond on the Quai.

We at once went to see the Bishop, but

unfortunately he was out. However, we
left a note saying that we would return

at 1.30.

In the meantime we moved our luggage

to the Hotel Dervaux, in the Grande rue,

where, at the twelve o'clock dejeuner, a lady

came to our table and asked if she might sit

with us, as she was the only other woman in

the hotel. She gave us her card and told us

that she was Mrs. C , the wife of one of

the surgeons in charge of the Lady Sarah

Wilson Hospital here, at the Hotel Christol

and Bristol, down on the Quai. It is called

the Allied Forces' Hospital, and has ten

surgeons, many orderlies, a number of

dressers, and twenty sisters and nurses in

all. It can take 200 or 250 wounded. After

lunch Mrs. R and I went to see the

Bishop, Llewellyn Gwynne, who received
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us in his sitting-room and was exceedingly

kind. He is a fine-looking man, strong,

ruddy, blue - eyed, with a tremendous

amount of character and energy in his face.

Essentially a man of action and not a
*' dreamer of dreams." He was clad in

khaki and looked very smart—the only

clerical thing about him being his black

choker and white parson's collar. In the

course of conversation he told us that he

was on leave from Khartoum, and had
volunteered as Chaplain to the Army at the

Front. Although only just arrived he al-

ready had taken a funeral in the morning.

(We had seen it—several hearses contain-

ing bodies of English soldiers who had died

in hospital, followed by a procession of

Tommies, and crowds of French people

looking on.) The Chaplains here cannot

look after the Army, as they have their own
parishes ; so there is a shortage of clergy-

men. The Bishop said that he thought we
could be of great use here, as the soldiers

are badly in need of women to write their

letters home, and do similar things that the

trained nurses have not time to undertake.

But what he really wants us to get up
and organize and take hold of, is a Club

where the convalescent and other soldiers

can come and get a cup of tea or coffee and
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play games or listen to music, etc. (to

entertain them and keep them out of the

public-houses), like the Seamen's Rests, only

for soldiers. Mr. Harwood has two rooms at

the British Sailors' Institute, number 9
Boulevard Daunou, which he can devote

to it. Of course it all depends on whether

the Bishop will be here long enough to

organize it, as he only arrived the same
time we did, and has not been able to go

anywhere or do anything as yet. He said

he would let us know about it. I told him
that I intended going over to England for a

few days, but he advised me to postpone

my departure until Monday, and in the

meantime he would see what could be done.

(So that I can bring back games, etc., if the

thing goes through.) I think the idea is

perfectly fascinating. The poor convales-

cents certainly need some comfortable, warm
place to go to, and the others must want
a little recreation and amusement as well.

We reluctantly tore ourselves away, and
wandered about the town, looking at all the

interesting sights. The ramparts are very

picturesque, and there is a charming walk up
that way.

An English resident told me that there

had been a great panic at Boulogne some
time ago, when the troops moved out and
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the town was flooded with Belgians. The
people thought that the Germans were on

the heels of the refugees ; rumour said that

the port was abandoned by the Allies, and
that the Uhlans were approaching ; and
hundreds of people fled. Boulogne is now
under the exclusive control of the English,

and is policed by the London Scottish.

Our hotel is crowded with officers, French

and English, including a number of the

British Staff, some of whom are very dis-

tinguished looking, with vermilion shoulder

straps and a line of various coloured ribands

across the left breast. (Staff officers are ex-

ceedingly decorative.) French Generals

seldom look smart, although some of them
have fine faces. They all are so awfully old

;

probably being relics of 1870. The English

and French officers do not appear to mix
at all. One seldom sees any of them nod-

ding to each other. No doubt the reason

is that so few Englishmen speak French,

and hardly any Frenchman ever troubles

to learn English.

The dining-room is filled to overflowing,

and it is noisy and stuffy. The food is in-

different in quality and abominably served,

mostly by French orderlies in uniform.

Rooms are not dusted, and no one answers

the bells ; but the proprietors are kindly
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people, and I suppose one cannot expect

good food and service in war time.

Boulogne has 100,000 military in it

—

60,000 French, 12,000 Belgians and 20,000

English. Water is scarce, being at half

pressure, and food is not over plentiful.

There are not enough servants. Many of

the people who fled shut up their homes
and took their domestics with them.

A large number of Belgian troops marched
through to-day and also some Indian regi-

ments.

Almost all of the big hotels are turned

into hospitals, and of the others which are

open to guests very few provide food. At

the Hotel de Paris, for example, where the

Red Cross people have moved, no food can

be obtained, so they have to go out for all

their meals. We heard that there were

a couple of French destroyers in the har-

bour, so we went to see them. They are

ugly looking things.

On returning home we found that the

Bishop had called and left a card asking us

if we could meet him at Mr. Harwood's

to-morrow at 9.30 a.m.

After dinner Mrs. R and I went to

meet the train, and on our way we stopped

outside the Christol and Bristol, where they

were taking off the wounded,who are brought
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in motor ambulances from the Red Cross

train, which is at the harbour station.

(It stops there instead of at the town station.)

One poor man was nearly dropped off his

stretcher while he was being unloaded—

a

stretcher-bearer not being ready for him.

It was a most nerve-racking sight and gave

one quite a shock, but fortunately he was
saved from actually falling. The incident

must have considerably upset his nerves 1



CHAPTER IX

THE INSTITUTE CLUB

ON Friday morning, the 23rd October, we
met the Bishop at Mr. Harwood's, and

found that he had arranged to use the British

Sailors' Institute as a Club for British

soldiers, where they can smoke, read the

English papers, and have tea, coffee, etc.,

at less than cost price. The rooms are

quite good and there are two bilhard tables.

The Bishop appointed Mrs. R and

myself joint secretaries and gave the entire

matter over into our hands (as he is very

busy). He appointed five other women
members of the Committee to assist us,

and Mr. Harwood gave me the keys. Mrs.

R and the members of the Com-
mittee agreed to take charge of the food

and cleaning details, and I arranged to get

hold of the men. I was given several

hundred printed advertisements of the

Institute, which had to be cut down and

added to in ink. This I started to do im-
9»
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mediately, getting two women to help me.

The Bishop told me to distribute the adver-

tisements, and I did so for five and a half solid

hours this afternoon; Mrs. C kindly com-
ing with me for part of the time. Her hus-

band is engaged in attending to the hundred
or so wounded in his hospital. He has five

colonels, and all the patients are officers,

which means that the loss has been very

heavy. Fifteen hundred more in to-day !

We saw them unloading at the Princess's

Hospital, opposite the Casino. Motor ambul-

ance after motor ambulance, with the khaki-

coloured hood stamped with a red cross on a

white background. We also saw the con-

valescents at the Casino. They seemed a

cheery lot, and glad of outside conversation,

as they leaned over the railings of the grounds

which they are not allowed to leave. One
dropped his slipper and I called him Cinder-

ella, at which feeble joke they all laughed

heartily. Some were in khaki, but most of

them wore the blue linen invahd jacket and
trousers and the red tie and white collar,

which seems to be the regulation Army sick

costume.

I took a pot of glue and pasted our Club
advertisements all over the town. The
cafe and tobacconist people seemed too

surprised to refuse permission to have
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them stuck in their vitrines, and the Ubraries

and hotels made no objection. The Post

Office people were inclined to be fussy, tell-

ing me to leave one on the counter where

telegrams were written, but I pasted them
up inside and outside (after thanking them
politely in purposely broken French—so as

to pretend I had not understood). The
police are going to try to have the notice

afficheed by law, and the Chief at the Base

Headquarters is going to put it through

with the Army Orders to-morrow. The
Colonel at the Red Cross offered to give us

money and supplies, and to let the con-

valescents come, after I had got permission

from the military authorities. He told me
not to tell the Base Colonel that I had

already posted the notices up all over the

town, but I did so, and it didn't matter in

the >end, as I explained that I did not know
it was against regulations.

I often wonder what the Red Cross people

do when it isn't war time ? I can't exactly

place them.

One of our nice London Scottish took us

all the way over to the Base Headquarters

at 44 Quai du Bassin, and waited to escort

us back. Colonel Asser (the Commandant
of Boulogne) was out, so another Colonel, a

Staff officer, kindly signed the order, saying
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he thought it was a very good work. Several

of the London Scottish have promised to

come to the opening on Monday, if they are

still here. (They may be sent off at any

moment.)

There is an ambulance yacht in harbour,

the *' Albion," on which operations are

performed going across the Channel. Mr.

C , who came to the hotel this evening,

and was speaking of some of his cases, said

that one had both legs and both arms shot

off and was black with gangrene. Yet he

was conscious and asked for a drink. Of

course he soon died. Many are absolutely

hopeless.

I saw a French vivandidre up at the

Hauteville yesterday, and I spoke to her.

She had on checked black and white

breeches (huge checks), a brown coat and
rough-rider hat, black riding boots and
spurs. Her hair was dyed bright yellow,

her face crudely painted, with a black beauty

patch under one eye, and she looked about

fifty years of age. She told me that she

had been riding all night, following a spy to

Calais, finally running him down and handing

him over to the police. (A highly coloured

story, I imagine.) She said she always

went armed with a pistol, a sword-cane

and a dagger.
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This hotel is full of surgeons now, as well

as French Generals. The people keep con-

stantly changing. It is the headquarters

of the French Staff, so they remain here,

but the nice smart English Staff officers

have gone to the Front.

The French are usually very carelessly

dressed ; one man at our hotel being the

veritable image of Svengali. The
doctors look as if they slept in their clothes.

(Poor men ! I dare say they get no sleep at

all.) But when a Frenchman takes the

trouble to be smart, he is equal to the best.

Some of the cavalry officers are quite " the

Glass of Fashion and the Mould of Form."

Fifteen hundred more wounded have

been brought into Boulogne. They were

being unloaded from 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The hospitals are not ready to receive them,

and only the slightly wounded have a good

chance of recovery, as the others get gan-

grene before they can be properly nursed.

The war news is not very good, and things

do not seem to be flourishing.

Boulogne is an " Evacuation Base," and

the Belgian refugees are only allowed to

remain here for twelve hours. They are

fed with bowls of soup and bread, and then

they must move elsewhere when the pro-

scribed time is up.
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One sees dozens of them drinking their

soup in the Grande Rue, down near the

market-place.

The wounded are not kept here either,

but are sent to England—if they do not

die in hospital—or back to the trenches,

after two or three days' treatment—(if

they are well enough to go).

Every one seems depressed to-day. If

the Germans take Calais there will be a

great panic in Boulogne, and a grand rush

for the boats. However, I do not expect

it to happen.

Five thousand wounded have been

brought in here in the last few days. The
Germans admit three hundred thousand

dead, so their losses are far greater. It

seems a veritable carnage : such a slaughter

of valuable lives for some insane idea

!

This war is more like wholesale murder
than a decent chivalrous conflict. Zeppe-

lines, aeroplanes, floating mines, sub-

marines, big siege guns, and all these other

engines of the Devil would take all chivalry

out of warfare and turn it into a veritable

Crime Contest, if it were not for the wonder-

ful heroism of the individual men and their

amazing fortitude under the most unheard
of hardships.

Queen Amelia of Portugal is at this hotel.

7
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The whole place is bouleversee on her account,

and one cannot get hot water or clean

towels. When any complaints are made at

the bureau, the Queen is given as an excuse.

This morning I went to service at St. John's

Church and saw Queen Amelia on my way
there. She is a very fine-looking woman,
with the bold Spanish type of beauty.

A large number of our nice London
Scottish came to church playing their bag-

pipes as they marched up the road. The
Bishop held the service, and preached an

excellent sermon.

After lunch Mrs. C and I went to

see the Base Commandant about having

a piano moved for us. (The poor Base

Commandant seems to be the victim when
anyone wants anything.) After our re-

quest was granted we were advised to go

and see a Colonel Clark about supplies to

be sent over from London. A young
King's Messenger kindly offered to motor us

to the Folkestone boat, which the Colonel

had gone to meet.

While waiting there for the Colonel to

be found, we had about twenty minutes'

conversation with the Officer who was in

charge of the unloading of the wounded.

The poor men who were being put on the

boat to return to England were lifted out
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of the train on a stretcher which was put

on the ground next to our car, while the

stretcher-bearers went on board the boat

to see about making room for them. Some
of the sufferers seemed in agony as they

lay there, yet one could do nothing for

them. A nurse brought them drinks of

water which she gave to each in turn, hold-

ing the man's head while he drank out of

the pitcher.

The Officer in charge came up and asked

us what we thought of it all. He had been

at it night and day for many days, and he

said that eight thousand wounded had
been through there in the last few days.

There are about five thousand kept in

Boulogne, a great proportion of them being

officers. The latter wear the
'

* Sam Browne'

'

belt, and the Germans find this an excellent

target. Also, they are always in the lead,

instead of following their men into battle

like the German officers. Owing to the long-

distance siege guns, many of the men are shot

to pieceswithout ever having seen the enemy.

The Officer who was in charge of the un-

loading promised to send a number of the

slightly wounded down to our Club, if the

Bishop would apply for leave. They are

now in the convalescent tents, up by the

Monument, where the rain pours in on them
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in bad weather. A non-com. could march
them down and march them back after-

wards.

The Red Cross gave ten pounds in money
and a quantity of supplies to the Club.

They are most generous to all the institutions

that need help.

The newspapers are full of good tidings

from the Front, and yet every one here is

pessimistic. I suppose it is the sight of

the wounded constantly coming in. There

was not enough room for all of them on the

ship this afternoon, and three poor wretches

who had been taken on board were brought

off again. It was a tragic sight to witness

their cruel disappointment endured with

heroic fortitude. Funeral after funeral

takes place here, always several hearses,

sometimes five at one time, with double

coffins inside. The Bishop and the clergy-

man are kept so busy that they have been

obliged to send for more chaplains. The
weather is very bad, nearly always pouring

rain.

Our hotel is now full of amateur ambulance

drivers who have brought over their own
cars. They do a lot of good, bringing the

wounded from the trains to the hospitals

and taking supplies to those at the Front.

Monday, 26th October, was the day
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selected for the inauguration of the In-

stitute Club. On my way there in the

morning, I saw hundreds of refugees passing

by in wagons, sitting on straw, with their

few belongings beside them. Others were

walking, carrying packs on their backs and

stout sticks in their hands. It was a

melancholy sight.

The opening of the Club took place at

three o'clock in the afternoon. Unfortun-

ately the Bishop could not open it, as he

had a funeral at Wimereux, and Mr. Harwood
could not open it either, as he had a funeral

in Boulogne, so it bid fair to remain shut.

However, the Bishop told us to open it

ourselves, which we did, and it was a great

success. There were a couple of hundred
Tommies waiting outside on the Quai,

before the time specified ; and when the

clock struck three I went to the door and
called out :

" Come in, boys, it's open !

"

They came in with such a rush that we
couldn't manage to get them all to sign their

names. One of our Committee played
" God Save the King," and the whole

affair was a thumping success. We had so

many more men than we had anticipated

that some one was always kept busy rushing

out and getting fresh supplies. As door-

keeper, I should have got them all to sign
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their names, but they were too many for

me and it was impossible to tell who had
signed and who had not. The ladies of the

Committee were kept busy supplying tea

and cake and cigarettes, all of which were

the gift of a Mr. Joshua, who had kindly

offered to bear the expenses of the Opening

Day. A number of officers dropped in to

see how we were getting on, and they added

to the picturesqueness of the scene.

A piece of bad news was spread about in

the evening which brought sadness to every

one. Five hundred Belgian refugees, who
were in a ship, the ** Amiral Ganteaume,"

just outside of Boulogne, having been sunk

by a submarine. No one knows yet whether

any of them have been saved. It will be

a shocking loss of life if they have not.

These poor Belgians, haven't they troubles

enough without this ? There also was

a report of a naval disaster, the sinking

of a Dreadnought off the Irish coast, to

which the Naval Base has just been trans-

ferred. Altogether a bad ending to a happy
day.

The next morning I went to the Institute,

taking my luggage with me, so that I could

help there until I took the boat.

On the way I met the Major who had

sent us the convalescents. He said that our
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Club was a godsend for the men ; exactly

the thing that was needed. I asked him
whether Dunkirk had fallen, as that was the
" after-breakfast scare " of the day, but he

laughed and replied that it was quite un-

true. However, it is true enough that

1500 more British wounded have just been

brought in, and two more trainloads are

expected in the afternoon. A veritable

carnage. (Nine thousand have come in

during the last two days.) The Belgian

refugees have been saved. It must have

been hard work getting hold of them in the

dark water at night.

The Institute was full of Tommies when I

left, and I had the opportunity to practise

a little First Aid on one, the bandage on

whose finger had got loose. They all

express themselves as much pleased with the

Club, and they have promised to come early

and often.

The Folkestone boat was crowded with

poor Belgian refugees who had been in the

accident of the night before. (One would

have expected them to remain in Boulogne

rather than brave the Channel so soon after

their experience.) They gave thrilling de-

scriptions of the rescue, and heartrending

accounts of what they have gone through.

(An acute attack of sea-sickness prevented
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me from taking notes of what they told

me.) There was only one other first-class

passenger beside myself, and we gathered

in a Belgian lady who was travelling third

from lack of money, but who was obviously

too delicate to be herded in with a crowd.

The voyage was uneventful, although we
rather expected submarines or floating mines,

as there was a report that there were two
more of the former loose some place in the

Channel. However, the chances are the

same whether one waits a day or a year.

Everybody had to be medically inspected

before we were allowed to get off. This was
an awful bore and caused a great deal of

delay, but it is a very necessary evil and a

wise precaution. The doctor examined one's

throat and forehead and took one's pulse.

I was particularly struck with the gentle-

ness displayed by both the doctors towards

the little refugee children. One would not

expect tired and overworked medical men
to take the time and trouble to amuse small

infants, in order that they should not be

frightened by an inspection. It was very

nice to see it. But then all the medical men
that I have come across in this war, both

French and EngUsh, seem to me to have

shown up brilliantly. They appear to work
all day and all night without displaying any
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fatigue or any of that irritability that over-

exhaustion brings.

Passports are funny things. The descrip-

tion would apply to almost anyone, and

the fuss that is made about showing them is

amusing in view of the fact that anybody's

passport might conceivably be used by about

a thousand other people. But the permis

de sejour and the laisser-passer, that one

gets in France, are even more ridiculous.

In one, my eyes are described as blue, while

in another, which I must show at the same
time, they are called grey. My hair

varies from chestnut to brown, according

to the mood of the clerk who writes the

description and the extent of his artistic

imagination. The same applies to one's

complexion. The latter is sometimes frais

or colore or rose, and one's other features

vary accordingly. A kindly-disposed clerk

will call one's mouth small, while a more
truthfully incHned one will describe it as

moyenne. No living Frenchman would be

so inhuman as to write a woman's mouth
down as grande, not if his life were at

stake. He could no more do it than he could

torture a child. I often wonder how they

get round the problem of a glass eye or any
similar deficiency. It is quite hopeless to

hand out " Passport No. i " and ask them
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to copy it. They resent this encroach-

ment on their individual Hberty of

thought. I begged one to put my eyes down
as grey, the colour given in my Embassy
passport—in order to avoid any future

unpleasantness—but he flatly refused, say-

ing they were hleu ! bleu !—Bleu comme le

del
!
" Another time I might have been

softened by the compliment, but just at

that moment I felt that I should like to give

him a good smack ! However, I was not

arrested as a spy, as I might have expected,

so it didn't really matter.

Hundreds of people came to Victoria

station to meet the refugees. They cer-

tainly received a warm welcome in England,

where the amount and extent of generosity

displayed is beyond belief.

After a night's rest, I started to gather

in supplies for the Boulogne Club. The
" Daily Mail " and the '' Daily Telegraph

"

editors both have promised to send a cer-

tain number of papers, to be delivered daily,

free of charge.

After attending to this, I lunched with

my brother and his wife at the Carlton,

and met Mr. Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, who
also had crossed the night before, on the

Government boat. He was exceedingly

optimistic in tone, which was a pleasant
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tonic after the pessimism that surrounds

one at Boulogne. (It is too near the

Front there, and one sees things out of

perspective.)

After lunch I went to a couple of pub-

lishers, Smith's and Newnes, who kindly

promised to send magazines to the Club,

although the demands on them have already

been enormous. No one has any spare

money left, but people give what tea and

cigarettes, etc., they can. The generosity

of the English is without limit.

There was considerable difficulty about

getting the supplies over free, but finally

the Red Cross undertook to do this.



CHAPTER X

THE CLOSE OF 1914

ON the return journey to Boulogne I

met a trained nurse who was going

to Calais. She missed connexions, and I

took her under my wing for the night. By
way of return courtesy she invited me to

go over her hospital, the Jeanne d'Arc, when
I went to Calais.

In the evening we visited the Club, which

we found in a flourishing condition, except

that the men seemed bored. They wel-

comed a gramophone with delight, and,

later on, they were made happy by the

arrival of a professional lady singer, who
had come to me in London and volunteered

to go to Boulogne for the express purpose

of singing and playing at the Institute. The

men seem to enjoy music better than any-

thing else, and they soon lost their shyness

and joined lustily in the chorus, or sang

their own songs. These musicales became

quite a feature of the Club.
108
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On the 14th of November a great sadness

fell upon Boulogne and all the North of

France, owing to the death of Field-Marshal

Lord Roberts, the most idolized man in the

British Army. He died at St. Omer, a

small town just back of the firing line,

where he had been with the troops, inspect-

ing their condition and cheering them by his

presence ; speaking words of encourage-

ment to the men in the trenches, addressing

his Indian regiments in their native Hindus-

tani, and delighting the heart of every one

wath whom he came in contact.

But these days of cold and hardships at

the Front proved too much for the aged

hero. He was taken with pneumonia and

died in less than forty-eight hours. In

spite of the grief and shock caused by the

tragic news of the death of their beloved

"Bobs," the men found a ray of comfort

and happiness in the thought that his

last moments were spent in their midst,

and that he died within the sound of the

guns.

On Wednesday, the 17th, the body w^as

taken to England, after a most magnifi-

cent and impressive funeral celebration at

Boulogne. The entire Quai, as far as the

eye could reach, was one mass of troops

—

British and French—and all the civilians
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turned out in crowds to do honour to Britain's

national hero.

Newspapers of all the countries in the

world, including Germany, printed words
of praise and admiration for the mighty
dead.

Most of the Indian Princes, and many
other people, went over to England to

attend the final obsequies at St. Paul's

Cathedral.

The pall of sadness was not lifted until the

30th of November, when King George came
to Boulogne, to the great joy of the Tommies.
Every one was in a wild state of excitement,

and all were hoping that he would visit

their special hospital. Although he man-
aged to see a good many, the majority were

inevitably doomed to disappointment.

After luncheon at the Hotel Folkestone

the King, accompanied by the Prince of

Wales and officers of the Staff, made a

motor tour of the hospitals at Boulogne and
Wimereux before going to the Front.

This is the first time in one hundred and
seventy years that an English king has been

with his army on the field of battle ; the

last occasion being King George II at

Dettingen. The visit made a tremendous

impression, because it came at the psycho-

logical moment when every one was beginning
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to feel a bit discouraged and in need of a

little stimulus.

The men were delighted at the personal

interest shown, and they could talk of

nothing but the King and his plans ; where

he was going, what he was going to do, how
long he would be over here, etc. It was
pitiable to see the disappointment in the

hospitals which he was unable to visit.

The Royal cortege was greeted with cheers

wherever it went, the French crying, Vive

le Rot I Vive I'Angleterre ! After inspect-

ing the Casino and the Christol, the King
went up to the Meerut Hospital to see the

wounded Indians. They were delighted by
this visit from the Padishah, as they call

him, and felt honoured that he chose to

remain with them such a long time. He
also inspected the Indian Convalescent

Camp, which is close by the Meerut. We
heard interesting accounts of the next four

or five days which he spent at the British

and Belgian headquarters. There he was
met by General J offre, General French,

President Poincare and Monsieur Viviani,

the French Premier. When at the Front,

the King visited the trenches and the

bivouacs at night, and at headquarters he
strolled about quite informally among the

men, asking them numerous questions.
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There was a report that Lord Kitchener

was present also, but this never was con-

firmed.

At Fnrnes the King conferred the Order

of the Garter on King Albert, that noble

specimen of modern chivalry, sans peur

et sans reproche, and afterwards lunched

with him and Queen Elisabeth at their

villa at La Panne. Several other honours
were bestowed, among them the Order of

Merit given to Sir John French, and two
V.C.'s for Indian soldiers. On the day
that the King left Boulogne at four o'clock

in the afternoon, 5th December, to return to

England, his movements had been kept so

secret that there was hardly anyone at the

Quai. I had happened to go to the Station

Hospital, where I was told that the harbour

had been cleared because "a distinguished

person " was going to take his departure.

The Base Commandant and some French

Generals were at the boat to see him off,

and the King shook hands cordially with all

of them. The Prince of Wales was also

present, but he remained in France. (He

motors about everywhere over here.)

All during the King's visit the Royal

party were guarded by Army aeroplanes.

There are four new German prisoners in

the Station Hospital, including a boy who
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is said to be barely fifteen. One of the

Tommies told me to go and look at the
** little fellow," in whom he seemed to take

a kindly interest. The poor youth seemed

a perfect baby ! I was sorry that I knew
no German so as to be able to say a few

words of comfort to him. The British

soldiers bear no ill-will whatsoever to the

Germans who are either wounded or made
prisoners. On the contrary, they treat

them with the utmost kindness and friendli-

ness. The Tommies are always so inter-

ested to hear all about Lord Roberts'

funeral, which I went to in London. They
never tire of listening to the details.

Boulogne and its suburb, Wimereux,

are simply full of hospitals, and a minute

description of them all would only be of

interest to a doctor, but there are one or

two places about which one cannot help

saying a few words. One is the Station

or Maritime Hospital, where the Red Cross

trains are unloaded, opposite the place from
which the boats leave. It is always full

of men who are just brought in from the

trenches, and who are only kept there until

they can be given a ticket of admittance to

one or other of the regular hospitals.

It is a very rough-looking place with a

stone floor, but it is clean, and the men get

8
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every care and attention. The chief ward

is a huge bare room, where the patients lie

in row after row of beds. Most of them are

still in their uniforms, and there is one

corner where the slightly wounded gather

for a chat and smoke. The men are pleased

with the chocolate and cigarettes that one

brings, but when the supply is exhausted,

those for whom one has nothing, welcome

one with equal cordiality.

One man told me that he had been buried

alive two days before, on his birthday. He
remained under ground four minutes and

he was very badly burned. The shell fire

shattered one of his comrades and buried

several others in the earth. It is difficult

to visualize this, when one has never seen

it, but it seems to be quite a common
occurrence. Doubtless part of the trench

caves in on top of the men. The poor

lad in question told me that he used to be
" merry and bright " once, and he still

must have some capacity for it for he soon

was smiling.

There are all sorts of interesting people

at Boulogne, and most of the celebrities

are very gracious to everybody. Kennerly

Rumford is running his own motor ambul-

ance. Sir Almroth Wright is a Colonel

at the Casino Hospital, where he is engaged
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in important inoculation experiments in

his laboratory. This latter, which is in

the old Salle des Bains, is like the lair of

an alchemist of olden days. It is full of

uncanny flaring lights which fitfully gleam

on row after row of mysterious little bottles

containing dark-coloured fluids. One feels

that if Pandora were there to open these

phials, all the evils in the world would be

let loose. However, one needs have no fear

when the Great Magician is there to hold

them in check.

Boulogne abounds in duchesses. Not
that they live here, but they have hospitals

all around, and they keep coming on business

or passing to and fro to England. One
celebrated beauty, the Duchess of Suther-

land, has a hospital at Malo-les-Bains,

Dunkirk, and another, the Duchess of

Westminster, has a hospital at Le Touquet.

Lady Hadfield organized a hospital at

Wimereux, and Lady Sarah Wilson was
one of the first to start one here. Half the

women of the Peerage have become volun-

tary nurses, or drivers of their own motor
ambulances, or in some way of use in France.

Among them is Lady Angela Forbes, who
is doing most excellent work with her Can-
teen. It is situated in the Gare Maritime,

the same building as the Station Hospital,
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and it is a very unique and interesting

institution.

When the War broke out, Lady Angela

left her villa at Le Touquet and went to

Paris. After some experience in the Red
Cross hospital at the " Majestic," she went
out to Obervilliers, where the Duchesse de

Camastra and Mrs. Marshall were running

a Canteen for the French wounded. There

they stayed up all night in the railway

station, feeding the men who passed through

in the trains.

After doing this for some time, Lady
Angela decided to establish a similar Canteen

for the British soldiers at Boulogne, where
an institution of this sort was badly needed.

She returned to London for supplies, and
was joined by Mrs. Piatt and Miss Honey-
wood.

They arrived in Boulogne on Wednesday,
and on Thursday they had fed over a thou-

sand men— all British wounded. After

that, there would sometimes be slack days

and at other times such a rush that they

could hardly cope with it, even though

they have huge urns that hold one hundred
and seventy-two pints of cocoa and tea.

Sometimes these would have to be renewed

four times in a single night.

The Canteen was started in the beginning
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of November, and it soon became a fixed

institution.

Everything is free—tea, cocoa, bread and

butter, pate, biscuits, coffee, chocolate and

cigarettes ad lib. It is kept open day and
night for the benefit of soldiers returning

to the firing line, bus drivers going backward
and forward with supplies, and the wounded
arriving in trains, etc.

There are about eight members of the

Committee now, and so the strain is eased,

but just at first the originators of the

scheme had a busy time of it, sometimes

being obliged to work for twenty-four hours

at a stretch. They certainly deserve a

great deal of credit, and there is no lack of

appreciation among the Tommies, as is

proved by the way they crowd in this

primitive rough-looking haven of comfort in

the Gare Maritime.

One evening when I was there, a sturdy-

looking lad in khaki came in and demanded
" Tea, please !

" He started to pay, but

was told that everything was free, so he put

back his money, exclaiming " Ahm in look !

"

He was told to help himself to cigarettes,

and when he found that these were free also,

he thanked the ladies in charge, adding with

great fervour " This is mah looky day !

"

I thought he was Scotch, but Lady Angela
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said no—that he was North Country. He
showed me his ** trophies," a very good
leather wallet taken from a German
officer, and a postcard of the Kaiser, given

him by a Frenchman. This postcard, if

you looked at it long enough, developed

the images of all sorts of horrors, corpses,

weeping women, towns in flames, etc.

To return to the subject of celebrities.

Sir Arthur Sloggett is over here, a noted

surgeon, who is also very smart in his appear-

ance, and the world-famous Sir Frederick

Treves—both of whom are staying at our

hotel ; as well as any amount of distin-

guished people who come and go.

One afternoon I went up to see the Im-

perial, No. II General Hospital, which is

the Bishop of Khartoum's. The matron,

who had worked under him for two years in

the Sudan, received me with the greatest

cordiality. The hospital, which is exceed-

ingly well equipped and managed, contains

between five and six hundred beds, but very

few of them are occupied at present.

There are quite a number of Canadian

nurses there, one of whom showed me over

her ward, where some of the men were

amusing themselves trying to sew queer

little figures in wool on canvas. The nurse

told me that she had quite a collection of
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these quaint atrocities which were given to

her as souvenirs by the patients w^hen they

left.

The Imperial faces on the sea front—

a

pretty place with green lawns and monu-
ments dotted here and there. It is very

quiet and restful in that part of the town.

Having seen the empty beds from which
the convalescents had been removed, I

thought I should Hke to see what kind of

place the inmates had gone to—so I started

out to visit No. I Convalescent Camp, up on
the heights outside of Boulogne.

It is a long and monotonous walk, beyond
the Hauteville, past the Indian Camp and
the Meerut Hospital—in both of which

places the Indians are very well looked

after, being given fresh fruit, dried apricots,

dates and all the delicacies that they delight

in. They also have Hindu and Mohommedan
kitchens and other arrangements for caste

observances.

The British Convalescent Camp is un-

speakably dreary. One wades ankle deep

in mud and the wind is nipping. The men
all live in tents, although huts are being

built, and sometimes the tents blow down in

the night, owing to the fierce gales, leaving

the wretched inmates shivering in the rain

and mud. Certainly this place is a contrast
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to the warm, comfortable hospitals which
the men have just left. It was the only

time during my entire experience with the

Tommies that I heard any complaints

—

and under the circumstances one cannot

blame them for "grousing," as it is called.

However, " Rome was not built in a day,"

and everything is being done that it is

humanly possible to do, to alleviate their

present discomforts. The Y.M.C.A. has

established a tent there, where free tea and
cake are given, and entertainments impro-

vised, but notwithstanding this the Camp
left a very cold, damp, desolate impression.

Although continually hearing about brave

deeds, it is seldom that they come directly

under one's own observation, as in the

following instance.

In the teeth of a gale, a belated Belgian

fishing smack tried to get into Boulogne

Harbour, it missed stays and came to grief

almost directly in front of the Imperial

Hospital. Three of the crew could swim
and were rescued with the aid of a lifeline

from the shore, but the captain, an old man
of sixty-three, clung to the boat which was
being rapidly swamped by the waves.

Finally he managed to fasten on a lifebuoy,

before he was swept into the icy water.

Two men from the Imperial Hospital tried
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to swim to his assistance, but they were

overcome and hauled back in a fainting

condition, when a R.A.M.C. doctor, Lieut.

L M. Chapman, came upon the scene. He
immediately stripped and plunged into the

angry surf. After a hard struggle with

the waves, he got hold of the half-dead

captain, and both were hauled to safety.

The French were loud in their praise of the
" brave Anglais," one of them adding

:

Mais tous les Anglais sont braves ! " (His

gold watch was stolen while he was effecting

the rescue.)

Towards the end of December, Christmas

letters and parcels began to arrive from

England. The Postal Authorities claim

that during the week ending the i6th, which

was the official closing day of the post for

soldiers at the Front, there were 250,000

packages passed through the mails, nearly

200,000 the following week, and a million

and a half of letters.

The King and Queen hit upon the happy
idea of sending Royal Christmas cards,

on which was printed the greeting, ** May
God protect you and bring you home safe

"

in a facsimile of the King's handwriting

and signed by the King and Queen

;

Princess Mary sent cigars and cigarettes,

which were greatly appreciated.
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The French took much care and fore-

thought in selecting the things to be in-

cluded in the piou-pious and officers' Noel

du soldat, and King Albert and Queen
Elisabeth gave cigars and mufflers to their

men.

It must have been a strange Christmas

in the trenches ! In most places a truce

was taken for granted, and amazing are

the tales one hears of that day. English

and German soldiers fraternizing and ex-

changing gifts, getting out of the trenches

and hobnobbing with each other, trading

chocolates and brandy for cigarettes "and

plum puddings, taking photographs of each

other arm in arm—men who were trying to

kill each other the day before and who
would be trying to kill each other the day

after. On Christmas morning the German
trenches were topped with little Christmas

trees, and the men were sitting by them un-

armed and in full view, singing carols. The
English must have been flattered by the

implied confidence in their sporting quali-

ties. They joined in the singing, and the

truce lasted for the rest of the day.

I saw some very interesting pictures that

an English officer took of these festivities
;

and innumerable photos and letters after-

wards appeared in the Press. It is said that
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there are other instances of this fraternizing

of enemies recorded in history, it being

impossible to keep up the feeling of hatred

when armies are so close together for a long

time, enduring the same hardships. Un-
consciously a neighbourly feeling begins to

develop between the antagonists. At any
rate, it is nice to think that the men put

aside their warring and hatred for one day

—

though one feels tempted to quote :
" Cest

magnifique mais ce nest pas la guerre !
"

In the hospitals—which were decorated

with evergreens and mistletoe—festivities

began some days before Christmas and con-

tinued until the first of the new year. All

the patients who could eat them were given

plum-puddings, and the doctors and nurses

vied with each other in distributing appro-

priate gifts.

One afternoon we got up a magic lantern

exhibition at the Institute, with the aid of

the X-ray operator from No. 13 Station

Hospital. It was a great success, the men
entering into the spirit of the thing and
embellishing the entertainment with an
amateur prestidigitator performance.

I was surprised to hear that the Institute

was originally given to the British sailors by
Sir Almroth Wright's father, forty years

ago. Occasionally a stray sailor come in, but
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they are few and far between, although

needless to say they are certain to receive a

warm welcome. More often we have an

Indian. Once a Gurkha arrived fresh from

the Front, and was immediately surrounded

by the Tommies, who greeted him warmly,

shaking him by the hand and giving him a

friendly pat on the back. He seemed to take

a particular delight in the tricks of our

amateur conjurer. Another time a Tommy
came up to me with a twenty-five cent piece,

saying, " I bet you've never seen one of these

before !
" I said : "A quarter !—Why, I

was brought up on them !
" He seemed

surprised to hear that I was an American,

and he told me that half the Canadian

regiments were made up of our men who
became " Canadians " for the War, " just

to see how the Canucks fight
!

" as he ex-

pressed it. They can buy the necessary

papers for five dollars.

On Sunday, the 27th of December, Seymour
Hicks arrived in Boulogne. He was accom-

panied by Ellaine Terris, Ben Davis, Gladys

Cooper, Ivy St. Helier, Will Van Allen, and
Eli and Olga Hudson. They came over ex-

pressly to entertain thq Tommies, a large

crowd of whom met them at the boat and

gave them a rousing welcome, singing " For

he is a jolly good fellow !

" The Hicks'
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party gave entertainments at the Casino,

the Christol and other hospitals, to the

great joy of the patients ; and then these

kindly actors and actresses moved on to

cheer up their wounded countrymen at

Rouen. This visit was the last, but by no

means the least of the Christmas festivities.

Before closing this chapter I wish to quote

a letter which appeared in one of the English

newspapers, apropos of the Christmas truce.

It is from 2nd Lieut. A. P. Sinkinson,

attached to the Lancashire Fusiliers, writ-

ing home under date 30th December. He
says :

" On Christmas morning we received

orders not to shoot unless it was absolutely

necessary. This injunction seemed to
" wireless " across to the Germans, for they

stopped sniping altogether, and an unearthly

stillness reigned over the scene. This,

coupled with the fact that it was actually

not raining or snowing, proved too much for

the patience of the men, and in a short time

we had the unwonted spectacle of the entire

personnel of the rival trenches standing on
their respective parapets wavingand shouting

to each other. I need hardly tell you what
a relief it was to every one ; it was not war,

but it was certainly magnificent. Later on
the Germans obtained permission to get
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out into the debatable ground and collect

three of their dead for Christian burial.

" The sight of Germans wandering about

in front of their trenches made our men itch

to do likewise, and, finally, though it was
strictly against orders, one or two of our

men got out and met the Germans half-way

and exchanged newspapers or cigarettes.

In order to put a stop to a situation which
was proving impossible I went out myself

after a time with a copy of * Punch,* which

I presented to a dingy Saxon in exchange

for a packet of excellent cigars and cigarettes.

I explained to him that it was verhoten

(I talked to him in his own tongue) for our

men to come out, and wished him a merry
Christmas, whereupon he gave me a smart

military salute and withdrew.
" As I walked slowly back to our trenches I

thought of Mr. Asquith's sentence about not

sheathing the sword until the enemy be

finally crushed. It is all very well for

Englishmen living comfortably at home to

talk in flowing periods, but when you are

out here you begin to realize that sustained

hatred is impossible. Of course it will all

break out again, but at present we are en-

joying a kind of truce till New Year's Day.

When we were relieved on the 28th we were

quite unmolested by snipers."
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I give this letter in its entirety, because

it is so well expressed, and paints such a

vivid picture of the scene enacted. It is

only one of a hundred others that appeared

in the newspapers or were received by
relatives of the officers and men at the

Front. It has been said that the com-

manding generals and other high officials

were exceedingly annoyed at this Christmas

fraternizing of the combatants, and that

they subsequently expressed their views in

no uncertain language ; but most people

were pleased at the proof that Christianity

still has some hold on all the nations, and
that they could join together in one day of

" peace and good-wjil."

It is the civilians who seem to be always

trying to foster evil feelings, the poets who
write " Hymns of Hate " and keep calling

on God to " punish England " (GoU straje

England), and who—on the other side of

the camp—keep exaggerating and harping

on gruesome " atrocities."

The Christmas truce was originally in-

tended as a mutual respite for the burial

of the dead of both armies, some of the

bodies having lain out in the open for over

a week. It was supposed to last for a few
hours only, but the chance was all that

the men wanted in the way of an excuse for
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keeping the Christian festival. The night

before Christmas the German trenches were

said to be a blaze of Christmas trees, and
their soldiers spent the evening singing the

carols popular in their native land. The
" official " burying lasted three days, instead

of the few hours set aside for it,—such is

the power of Christmas traditions !



CHAPTER XI

CALAIS, DUNKIRK, ETC.

IN the months of December and January
the French hospitals were filled with

men suffering from frostbite, the propor-

tion of wounded being comparatively small,

owing to the severe winter weather which

impeded military operations for the time

being. A Russian prince, with admirable

generosity, presented a number of the British

regiments with fur coats, and many of the

patients had these shaggy and picturesque

garments spread over their beds in the

Maritime Hospital.

There has been a very great deal of

typhoid among the Belgian and French
troops, but the British have had hardly any
cases. The fever hospital in Boulogne
never had enough inmates to keep it going.

Of course this immunity is owing to typhoid

inoculation, which is compulsory in the

British army but not so in the French and
Belgian. However, there has been a great

9
»«9
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improvement in this respect of late, and the

men of both these armies are voluntarily

offering to have themselves inoculated.

For a while Calais, which is distinctly an
unsanitary place, was simply reeking with

typhoid, against which the doctors and
nurses waged a fierce and obstinate battle,

finally managing to get it in hand after

opening up a number of new hospitals to

cope with the disease.

The other hospitals are reserved for the

wounded, the vast majority of whom are

Belgians. There seem to be hardly any
English in the town, except hospital nurses.

One day I came across a Tommy who was
marketing for some wounded German
prisoners. He told me that he belonged to

the Suffolks, who were so badly cut up some
months ago. On market day the picturesque

square is crowded with a motley throng,

all busy with their various wares or vege-

tables and fruit. It is an interesting sight

and adds to the artistic enjoyment of the

beauties of the old town. But I was

chiefly interested in the hospitals. The
first I went over was the Voluntary Aid, a

fine institution in the rue Notre Dame.
From there I went to Lady Lethbridge's

Hospital, a charming house, formerly the

home of a German spy, and subsequently
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commandeered by the French Government,

by whom it was given to the British Red
Cross. It is now used as a Home for nurses

to sleep in. The next place I visited was

the Sophie Bertholet Hospital, which is

situated in the rue Gambetta, in the St.

Pierre part of the town. It is one of the

most interesting hospitals in Calais. The
first floor belongs to the Dames de France,

and is quite separate from the second floor

which is run by the English. Both floors

are devoted exclusively to Belgian and
French wounded. The British section is

immaculately clean with snow-white walls

and cheerful crimson blankets. The matron,

Miss Cauldwell, told me that the orderlies and
assistants are all voluntary workers—English

bank clerks and city men who gladly give

their services for the wounded Allies, often

sacrificing good positions to do so. Tea,

which was quite a friendly meal, was served

in the big dining-hall downstairs. The
nurses sat at long tables on one side of the

room, and the male members of the institu-

tion sat on the other, quite like a Quaker
meeting, except that there was a distinct

atmosphere of cheerfulness pervading the

place.

After leaving the Sophie Bertholet, I

went to the Ambulance Jeanne d'Arc, in
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the rue Fontinettes. It is very smart and
up-to-date, with highly poHshed floors and
a general air of ceaseless activity. The
nurses are all English fully trained and paid,

with the exception of one or two ladies who
are there as Voluntary Aids. The patients

are exclusively Belgians, and the hospital,

which is under the Belgian Red Cross, is

connected with the Ambulance Depage at

La Panne in Belgium.

Dunkirk is quite different in character

from Calais. It gives one an impression of

cleanliness combined with business activity,

which is more Belgian than French.

Unlike Boulogne, both Dunkirk and Calais

are fortified towns. The Germans seem to

take a special delight in dropping bombs on
Dunkirk,which they are continually worrying

with their air raids. In August, the town
itself nearly fell into their hands, and since

then the inhabitants have had many a

mauvais quart d'heure.

The fine market-place, in which is placed

the breezy and picturesque statue of Jean
Bart, has been the scene of several bomb-
throwing operations. But the inhabitants

are inured to these raids, which no longer

cause any interruption in the routine of their

daily lives.

The church of St. Eloi is a striking
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witness to the troubles of other days. At
one time it was partially destroyed by fire,

with the result that the street now runs

right through the two halves of the church,

thus separating the main building from the

imposing tower. So far it has escaped the

German bombs.

About the time of the fall of Antwerp
there were a great many English in Dun-
kirk, chiefly marines and bluejackets, whose
pictures can still be seen in the photo-

graphers' windows. At present the town
can be said to be more Belgian than French,

for one is continually coming across Belgian

officers and men, not to mention a number
of refugees. These latter, as in Boulogne,

are not allowed to remain more than

twenty-four hours.

It is in Dunkirk that the Belgian Military

Depot is established, and this may account

for the continued bomb-throwing by the

Germans.

The majority of the hospitals are at Malo-

les-Bains, which is a ten or fifteen minutes'

tram ride from the town. It is there that

the Duchess of Sutherland established her

staff of surgeons and nurses, with beds for

eighty patients, in the middle of October,

and now there are any number of other

hospitals in the neighbourhood.
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The Transport hospital, which used to be
at the main station, in Dunkirk itself, but
which has now been done away with, was
under the charge of Gertrude, Lady Decies.

Sometimes they had as many as two
thousand men in a night, all sorts, French,

Belgians, Turcos and a small sprinkling of

Tommies.
The Belgians are very gay and light-

hearted. One of them told me how they

had managed to get hold of a burgomaster's

piano and dragged it into the trenches,

where they amused themselves playing

an accompaniment to the flying bullets.

Another time they found a discarded

automobile, which they turned into quite

a nice little house.

In some of the French hospitals one saw
monks walking about in the courtyard,

picturesque figures in their brown habits.

Everything seemed so strange and unreal

—so different from Boulogne, which has

become more or less anglicized.

In France, the easiest way to get about

is to take the interminably slow trains. It

is the fable of the hare and the tortoise

brought home to one with a vengeance.

The lesson is a difficult one to learn

—

especially when one has friends with motors

who offer one a free ride. Outside of the
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Red Cross and a few special people who
have " undue influence "—commonly known
as a " pull "—a motor is of no earthly use.

The amount of red tape that one gets en-

tangled in when trying to get a motor-

pass to any place, is quite enough to drive

the average person silly.

First one is sent to the ordinary passport

bureau, from there one is directed to the

military headquarters at the old chateau

up on the heights. Arrived at the particular

room where the laisser-passer is to be

obtained, one finds that the officer in charge

is out having a petit verre to relieve the

monotony of life. Every one is very polite

and one wastes about an hour in vain wait-

ing, always with the hope that Monsieur le

Commandant, who is expected at any

second, may appear. However, he does

not appear, and one gives him up as hope-

less, when another officer comes on the

scene and very gallantly offers to escort one

to a place quite near, where he feels sure

the missing Commandant is to be found.

This turns out to be the case, but one's

gratification is premature. True, one finds

Monsieur le Commandant, who is having

an important conversation with an imposing-

looking General, and both of them are most

courteous,—but, alas ! it is absolutely out
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of their power to give one a pass to one's

required destination—that is only to be
got from Monsieur le Commandant Anglais.

After another half-hour of practice in

French conversation, one finally starts for

the other extreme end of the town, to the

Quai du Bassin, where the English head-

quarters are situated. Here the English

Commandant, who is quite as courteous and
regretful as the French, reluctantly admits

his complete helplessness in the matter of

the required laisser-passer, and politely

refers one to the French Commandant.
One begins to wonder whether this is real

life or a scene from a comic opera. Sud-

denly one gets a brain wave of human
intelligence, and decides to take the train.

Of course the train may take any time

from two to twenty-six hours, so one must
be prepared for all emergencies,—but one
can manage to crawl almost anywhere in it.

The French have quaint and interesting

superstitions of their own, which they cling

to with childlike and touching simplicity.

For instance, they have little silver medals

which are destined to protect them against

all the accidents which may occur in War
Time. One medal has a picture of Elijah,

the first airman, on one side of it, while on
the reverse is an excellent representation of
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a Zeppelin and a couple of Taubes. This

charm is worn to protect one against hostile

aircraft. Others are destined to save one

from motor accidents and every possible

misfortune. St. Christopher, the patron

saint of ferrymen, has a very smart and

up - to - date seaplane as his ensign,—and

so on.

Sometimes there are amusing episodes

which lighten the tragic side of life at the

Front. One of these little rifts in the cloud

was the arrival of a celebrated actress with

her war kit, which consisted of dainty

aprons emblazoned with the red cross and

innumerable perfectly-tailored gowns. She

brought the latest thing in motors, maids,

chauffeurs and lap-dogs, and her car was
fitted out with all kinds of up-to-date ap-

pliances for distilling water, and other con-

trivances for health and comfort. After

gracing one of the best-known canteens with

her opulent presence for about half an hour

she had the whole place by the ears. No
one dared throw her out, because of her

charm, and incidentally because of the

gallons of milk and tons of tea that she very

generously donated ; but matters became
strained to the breaking-point when she

proposed to paper the walls of the canteen

with a white striped satin paper and to
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have bowls of hothouse roses by way of

artistic decoration. One flippant " Martha
"

said that bowls of soup would be more to

the point !—but you can't " look a gift

horse in the mouth." Later I heard that

they had got rid of the Presence by putting

her on night duty, and omitting to supply

her with champagne.

Dr. Marcus Paterson, who is con-

nected with the Glamorganshire and Mon-

mouthshire hospitals in Wales, has estab-

lished a flourishing hospital at Berck Plage

(given by the aforesaid hospital trustees)

for the French. I first saw it when it was

still in its embryonic state in the middle of

December, when Mrs. Paterson, who was

going over to Berck to arrange about the

locale, kindly invited me to accompany

her husband and herself.

I remember that we started out early in

the morning, by motor, after the usual

maddening red tape. And our first halt

was at a barrier made of a couple of farm

wagons placed across the road, guarded by

a sentry with a drawn bayonet. He con-

sented to allow us to pass, upon a minute

inspection of our papers ; after which it

was fairly easy sailing, and we reached

Berck in less than two hours. Berck Plage,

our destination, is a little beyond the

i
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actual town itself, and it is quite an attrac-

tive place. The country all around there is

most picturesque.

After lunching with a French doctor. Dr.

Calve, and his American wife, we went to

the Hotel de Russie, which was the place

the Patersons contemplated taking. The
furniture had already been moved out, but

there was still the hotel atmosphere, and it

seemed strange to see Dr. Paterson measur-

ing it out for hospital wards, and arranging

which room should be used as an operating

theatre, etc. It was my first experience of

the actual transformation of an hotel into a

hospital, " a hospital in the making," so to

speak, and I found it most interesting.

That same afternoon I motored back to

Boulogne, leaving the Patersons engaged

in their fascinating occupation.

The weather had cleared and there was a

most beautiful sunset. During the entire

ride I was lost in admiration of the scenery

about me, the exquisite, soft colour effects

and the enchanting spots that one encoun-

tered at every turn. We passed through

Etaples, that delightful haunt of artists,

and later on caught a faint glimpse of Le
Touquet in the distance. Berck Plage is

now quite an important hospital centre,

overflowing with the wounded brought in
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since the fierce fighting at La Bassee in

February.

After the winter lull, the spring carnage

seems particularly appalling. The war
begins to appear interminable and one ceases

to expect it to end " the month after next."

The most important successes, like the forc-

ing of the Dardanelles, for example, fail to

impress one as the *' beginning of the end,"

and one is in a perpetual state of waiting

for something to happen. No doubt the

actual conclusion of this great conflagration

will come with a shock of surprise to most
of us.

The Saxons are rather tired of it already,

according to an officer who has just come
from the trenches at La Bassee. He says

that his men were surprised one day by
seeing a board hoisted up in the enemy's

trenches, with the words " Don't shoot.

We are friendly," scrawled upon it. Some
days later another board was put up with
" We are leaving now. The Prussians are

coming." After another lapse of time the

first notice appeared once more, with " We
are back again " added to it.

In the slack season, an officer in Boulogne

whose soul revolted at twelve-o'clock de-

jeuner, with tripe as the piece de resistance,

hit upon the ingenious idea of commuting
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to his Club in London. By taking the

morning boat he arrived in time to have

lunch at two o'clock, a chat with his cronies,

and then catch the afternoon service to

Boulogne, arriving in time for dinner. If

anyone called during his absence, his man
was instructed to say that Captain So-and-so

was out for lunch, but he would surely be

back in time for dinner. This little game
worked like a charm until the Folkestone

service was suddenly stopped, and our

cheerful commuter was caught in London.

The subsequent midnight crossing from

Southampton to Le Havre getting him in

for a mauvais quart d'heure of explanations.

The German '

' blockade
'

' of England has not

caused any particular excitement on either

side of the Channel. Although at the begin-

ning one of the Folkestone-Calais boats barely

missed being torpedoed, ''business as usual"

is still the motto of the Channel service.

The Germans do not seem to have any
very great reverence for their soldiers who
have fallen in battle. They bury their

dead in long lines near the surface of the

ground, in some cases the bodies are scarcely

covered with earth, so that the Tommies,
when they take the enemy's trenches,

often find gruesome arms and legs sticking

out in unexpected places, tripping them
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up, like gnarled branches of trees. When
they dig the ground they cut right into these

ghastly remains, which are a most fruitful

source of typhoid.

I was told that the Allies are going to

burn all their dead, and I hope that this

sensible measure will be carried out.

One is constantly hearing of new engines

of destruction which are being used by both

sides. Some of these inventions make one

fairly shudder to think of them !

The Germans have a " liquid fire

"

(vitriol, I presume) which they throw into

the trenches of the Allies, causing instant

conflagration and the most horrible burns

which eat into the very bones of the un-

fortunate victims.

The French retaliate with bombs of

"liquid air" which devastate the ground

for many kilometres.

This war seems to be more of a contest

of science than of fighting males, of brains

instead of brawn.

I must say I prefer the good old-fashioned

methods of a hand-to-hand contest which

ended in the " survival of the fittest."

It is difficult to realize that the men
actually engaged in the war know less about

what is happening than thosewho sit at home
and read the newspapers. The same applies

I
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to all the people in the French towns except

those officially " in the know." We do not

get any reliable information until the arrival

of the mid-day boat, when there is a hasty

rush for the " Daily Telegraph," " Times,"
" Daily Mail," etc. Of course the French

papers arrive earlier, but their news is so

heavily butchered by the Censor that what

remains is seldom worth reading.

However, one loses all desire to criticize

either the French or British Censor when
one happens to come across a sample of the

German Press methods. I have before me
as I write, a copy of the " Continental

Times," dated 29th January, 191 5,
** A

journal for Americans in Europe," which

is printed in English and issued every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday, in

" Rotterdam, Lucerne, Berlin, Geneva,

Vienna and Rome." (Note that Berlin

and Vienna are sandwiched in the middle,

in order to give the casual observer the

impression that the paper voices the senti-

ments of such neutral countries as Holland,

Switzerland and Italy.) This journal,

which has the effrontery to take the re-

spected name of " Times," would certainly

never deceive a child, much less an up-to-

date and wide-awake citizen of my native

land. I think that the majority of my
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compatriots will agree with me when I say

that it is an insult to our intelligence for

the Germans to publish such a paper. It

produces the same effect on me that a lady

holding Liberal political views experienced

after a visit to a Radical house-party

;

she said that it turned her into a pronounced

Conservative for ever afterwards !

I give a sample quotation from under the

heading "Treatment of Prisoners," in-

cluded in an article which is conspicuously

printed on the first page and is entitled :

" To ALL Americans. Contempt with which

the British are wont to consider their

transatlantic cousins. Hypocritical bluff.

The recent Olympic games dispelled the

illusion of English sportiveness. Their harsh

treatment of prisoners."

(" Sportiveness " is so delightful that it

almost appeases one's wrath !)

" The tales of the poor captives in France

and England, tales that at first I refused to

believe, but that have, sad to say, since

been proved true, are too revolting to seem

possible. In France and England the

prisoners, even the officers and wounded,

are lodged in filthy stables and leaky tents,

their clothes are taken from them, they are

obliged to sleep on foul straw with insuffi-

cient covering,'^get next to nothing to eat
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and are guarded by the lowest class of men
imaginable, men who abuse and insult them.

Even in the transport of the wounded, the

mob is allowed to approach near enough to

jeer at them, spit in their faces and wreak

vengeance in any other way that presents

itself to their bestial minds." It is un-

necessary to quote further ; but I cannot

refrain from adding another paragraph

on this sportive Teuton who spells officers

with a capital "O" and poses as an
" American on this side of the water, writing

to a fellow-countryman on the other side of

the Atlantic."
" I only hope that the French and English

prisoners in Germany will not be dis-

appointed with their companions and bed-

fellows, and that each officer will have a

nice smelly negro to share his lodgings.

Of course as there are not as many blacks

as whites captured there won't be enough to

go round, but perhaps there are a few black

criminals in Germany to help to make up the

deficiency, so that the French and English

will not miss their companions at arms."

The newspaper that publishes this sort

of thing " for Americans " cannot be ignored

as a " filthy rag " (which it certainly is),

because it is issued in the cities before cited,

and consequently it must have official

10
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sanction. All I can say is that it would
make every decent American citizen who
read it want to see the editor ground into a

state of pulp. That sort of thing does not

appeal to us, and the sooner the Germans
realize it the better for them. Only the

dull and ponderous Teutonic mind could

imagine that it would please us to hear these

sentiments propounded as an expression of

American opinion. Let them have the

decency to publish their loathsome ideas

as coming from themselves, and not have

the outrageous impudence to father them
on us !

Every fair-minded person who chooses to

look into the matter can soon see the way
the German prisoners are treated. In every

case which came under my notice where

they have been in the hands of the British,

they have been treated with the utmost

kindness and chivalry. They are treated

quite as well, if not better, when wounded,

as the British soldiers themselves. I can-

not speak for the French, as I have not

investigated the subj ect. As for the wounded
German officers in England, they appear

to be treated as guests of the nation. One
reads of fourteen thousand pounds being

appropriated for Donnington Hall, for the

use of three hundred and twenty German

I
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officers, who have eighty servants to wait

on them. But every German who has

lived in England knows that the British

are humanitarian to the verge of foolishness.

I may add that the " Continental Times
"

takes great pleasure in quoting George

Bernard Shaw, to the latter's eternal shame.

Among the most interesting activities of

the war are the mine-sweeping operations

which go on continually, with hardly any

notice being taken of them. After the

narrow escape of a cross-Channel steamer

from being torpedoed by a German sub-

marine, the Folkestone - Boulogne - Calais

service was stopped for a week, while the

mine-sweepers and torpedo-destroyers were

engaged in their dangerous work of clearing

the Channel. In a time of gales, icy seas

and wintry weather, it takes some courage

to go out day after day, bent on this perilous

errand ; but the British fishermen are a

hardy lot, to w^hom fear is unknown.
One of the most astonishing incidents of

all is the case of a slow old collier, the
" Thordis," under the command of Captain

John W. Bell, which rammed and sunk a

German submarine off Newhaven. The
captain sighted the enemy's periscope and
made straight for it, undaunted by a torpedo

which luckily did not hit the mark. Before
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a second shot could be fired by the sub-

marine the old collier had pounced upon it

with deadly results.

There is a story to the effect that not

long ago when an important person was

crossing the Channel, orders were given for

a torpedo-destroyer to circle round and

round his boat during the passage. How-
ever, while engaged in one of these revolu-

tions, it got confused and by mistake con-

tinued its operations around another boat,

the passengers of which were terrified by
the movements of the stranger, at once

jumping to the conclusion that they were

about to be attacked by a German sub-

marine—while the people on the first boat

were rather nervous at the loss of their

protector !

Tales from the trenches continue to fill

one with amazement. One hears of sign-

posts to keep the wanderer from losing his

way in these modern catacombs, " Trench

Country," where one can walk for miles, to

the sound of shells. The French piou-

pious keep their feet in tubs of straw for

warmth, and otherwise look after their

own comfort and safety. In spite of bullets

and " whistling Willies," as the shells are

called, it is only by looking through a

periscope that the trench traveller is brought
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to a full realization of his own danger. In

some places the German trenches are only

six yards away from those of the Allies ! Of

course, when they are so near strict silence

is enforced.

The dug-outs, or " funk-holes " as they

are called, into which the men scramble

when the big guns get busy, all have their

own special names. Sometimes they are

given the most pretentious titles, like " Hotel

de Ville," for example, or any other name
that happens to strike the soldiers' idea of

humour. One English officer had a funk-

hole called the " Cormorant " in which he

took refuge from the " Black Marias " and
" Jack Johnsons," as they nickname the

big guns, on account of the horrible black

smoke which they belch forth when in

action.

Human nature seems to be irrepressible

under almost all circumstances, judging

from the strange practical jokes which the

combatants play on one another. At a

certain place, the story goes, the Germans
got hold of two suits of armour which they

found in the museum of a town behind their

trenches. In the night they rigged these

dummies up as if leading a charge, some
feet in front of their own trenches. The
French, who were a couple of hundred yards
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off, got completely taken in and started up
a fusillade on the supposed German officers.

On discovering the trick they became very

wroth and were determined to be revenged.

So the following night two daring piou-pious

crept out and managed to crawl over and

encase themselves in the enemies' armour.

The Germans heard them and opened fire,

but it had no effect on the metal covering

of the adventurers. While their attention

was thus distracted, the French took oc-

casion to rush the trenches, which they

succeeded in taking.

Another tale, which is vouched for by
an " eye-witness," is concerned with the

fighting at Ypres, about the 2ist of February.

The English and French were defending their

trenches against the Germans, when some of

the latter tried to advance down the com-

munication trenches which connect the

front trenches with those at the rear. At

a bend in the passage a non-commissioned

officer and a private took up their stand and

bayoneted every German who came round

the corner, thus saving the day.

The whole zone situated between the

trenches is one mass of dead Germans,

some of whom have lain there for months.

This is even worse than the time, early in

the war, when the Meuse was so choked
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with corpses that the latter formed a ford

over which the soldiers could pass. It

seems unbelievable that such horrors can

exist in these civilized times. Neither can

one understand the use of weapons like the

hand grenades used by the Germans, and
the catapult arrangement which drives a

terrifically high explosive into the midst of

the opposite trenches, blowing the men to

shreds.

After these horrors the " snipers " seem
very mild indeed, although they do a lot

of damage by continually picking off men
who are set to dig the trenches, and any
officers that they can set their eyes upon.

However, one has no complaint against

them, as their mode of fighting is quite

legitimate— but one cannot repress a

shudder at the other barbaric methods of

warfare.



CHAPTER XII

AN EXCURSION INTO UNFETTERED
BELGIUM

SOME American friends of mine who
were interested in the subscriptions

taken up in the United States for the

Belgian hospital at La Panne, asked me to

go and look it over if I got the chance. I

promised to do so, but I had no idea of what
I was letting myself in for. It was towards

the end of March that I decided to carry

out this projected undertaking, very much
against the advice of my friends in France,

one of whom bet me " anything in the

whole world " that I would never succeed

in getting into Belgium under the existing

conditions. (I afterwards regretted not

having taken her bet.) She said that the

French put insurmountable difficulties in

the way of people who wished to travel

about in the war zone, and that they were
" simply mad on the spy question." She

added, perhaps by way of stimulus, that
15«
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I would "get shot on sight" if I "tried

any funny business in the way of getting to

places where the military authorities don't

want you to go." But she consoled herself

with the remark that I was only batting my
head against a stone wall, as no one could

get there under the new regulations. How-
ever, I had already made up my mind to

have a try at it, and with this object in

view I went to Calais and called on Miss

B S , who is a V.A.D. in the Jeanne

d'Arc Hospital. When I told her that I

was going to Belgium and asked her to come
with me, she was quite emphatic in de-

claring that it could not be done, but she

consented to go with me to interview the

Belgian military authorities. I argued with

them for nearly an hour, but they were

obdurate. It was very fatiguing for both

parties, for I felt quite exhausted, and
one of the officers, a man with kind brown
eyes like a faithful dog, looked on the verge

of tears. This filled me with remorse and
stimulated my mind to think of some other

means of arriving at my object. A " brain

wave " of inspiration was not long in coming,

which enabled me to retire gracefully, with

a suitable amount of apologies for having

been such an obstinate nuisance.

After an interval for tea and arranging
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for my room at the hotel, I told Miss B
S my new plan, which was that the

justiniaire at her hospital should send

us both to La Panne under the auspices of

the Belgian Red Cross, as the Jeanne

d'Arc is under that organization and affili-

ated with the Clinique Depage. She said

that there was not the remotest chance of

his doing anything of the sort for anybody,

but that she would introduce me to him
and let me try for myself. So we left it

at that.

In the middle of the night a Zeppelin

dropped a couple of bombs on Calais,

destroying two houses at Les Fontinettes,

about fifty yards from the Jeanne d'Arc

Hospital, and some damage was done at the

railway station, where several employees

were killed. This was the second raid on
Calais. The inhabitants rush to the
" caves " (cellars) when the Zeppelins

arrive, and they remain there until they

think that the danger is over. Appar-

ently there were no Allied airmen on the

look out this time. (I suppose they get

disgusted remaining awake night after night

for weeks when nothing happens.)

All hotel lights are put out at nine

o'clock and the front doors are locked, so

that no one can either go out or come in.
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One is not allowed to strike a match after

that hour. All telephonic communication

is in the hands of the military, so one can-

not get a message through for love or money,

and a telegram takes five days to reach its

destination. In France the war is taken

with desperate seriousness, in startling

contrast to England, where it seems to be

looked upon as quite an ordinary piece of

business, perhaps a little longer and more
difficult than the usual run of wars, but

bound to end in the same way.

The justiniaire at the Jeanne d'Arc

proved to be a most intelligent, kindly and
sensible man. When I explained the in-

terest that Americans were taking in the

La Panne hospital he did everything in his

power to facilitate matters for Miss B
S and myself, even to the point of

telephoning to Dr. Depage at La Panne to

send a motor in to Calais for us. This

proved to be impossible, as all the motor
passes had been cancelled under the new
regulations, so he wrote us out a special

paper saying that we had business with

Dr. Depage at La Panne, and that we were

to be allowed to go there by train. We
started off at 6 a.m., but we got no farther

than Dunkirk, where we were stopped by
the military authorities. When we pro-
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duced our papers, the Commandant brushed

them aside quite brusquely, saying that

they were of no use. The regulations did

not permit us to remain on the platform,

which was crowded with French and Belgian

soldiers, nor could we get off and go into the

town without a special permit, so we were

huddled into the waiting-room where there

was not even a chair to sit down upon.

The Commandant spoke to us as if we were

naughty children, instead of women engaged
in a serious mission, and evidently thought

that he was being very gracious in allowing

us to leave the station and spend three

hours in Dunkirk before taking the train

back to Calais. He even had the temerity

to pat me on the back as he gave his ad-

monitions. This almost made me lose my
temper, but with a great effort I managed
to retain my dignity and to send for the

Commissaire of Police. The Commandant
and other officers seemed too surprised to

forbid the man to obey my order, so the

Commissaire was fetched. I took him
aside and explained the situation, and told

him how brusque and uncivil the Com-
mandant had been. He was exceedingly

polite, and agreed to telephone to La Panne
and find out that Dr. Depage was expecting

us. He advised us to go and visit Dunkirk,
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according to the Commandant's wishes,

saying that we could return in time

to take the train to Belgium, and that if

everything was as we stated, which no

doubt was the case, there was no reason

why we should not be allowed to go to

La Panne. He advised us to take tickets

to Gyvelde, the last station in France, and
to get carried over the border to Adinkerke,

where we would have no further difficulty.

We followed his instructions to the letter

and met with entire success, as the Com-
mandant was not at the station to worry us

again. (I do not think that the military

and civil authorities are over fond of each

other, which is invariably the case when
two men are put on the same job.)

During the few hours that we spent in

Dunkirk we were by no means idle. We
took the tram out to Malo-les-Bains and
saw what we could of the hospitals there.

Everybody was most courteous to us.

We called at the little villa where the

ladies attached to the Duchess of Suther-

land's hospital eat and sleep. The friend

whom I had hoped to see had returned to

London, but a pretty girl, who turned out

to be Lady Rosemary (the Duchess's

daughter), kindly tried to get us a motor
for our trip to La Panne, as we still antici-
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pated difficulties at the station. But there

was the same trouble about passes, and she

suggested our trying Colonel Lionel Holland

of the Red Cross. He likewise proved to be

a broken reed, although he was most cour-

teous and kind, giving us a letter to Captain

Maxwell, of the Quaker Hospital, which we
were very anxious to visit.

The Quakers are doing an enormous
amount of the very best kind of work,

without the least flourish of trumpets or

advertisement of any sort. They are

wonderful people. I was tremendously im-

pressed by them and by their methods.

For instance, in the neighbourhood of

Ypres they have inoculated twenty-eight

thousand civilians against typhoid. More-

over, they give every householder in the

infected area a tin of disinfectant with

which to sterilize all the water used for

cooking, washing, drinking, etc. With the

tin is given a tiny spoon with a green card

attached, on which are printed directions,

in both French and Flemish, saying pre-

cisely how much disinfectant is required

for so many litres of water. This happy idea

has prevented innumerable cases of typhoid.

It must take a vast amount of money to

carry on this work which the Quakers have

undertaken, and no one could do better than
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send a contribution to the Friends' Ambul-
ance Unit, 3 Vere Street, London. There

is no waste or show about their expenditure,

and one can feel certain that every cent goes

to relieve Belgian distress. The typhoid

hospital, which we inspected with con-

siderable interest, consists of ten wooden
buildings with twenty patients in each. All

the huts are tastefully and cheerfully

furnished, one with pink coverlets on the

beds, another with green, etc. The patients,

French and Belgian soldiers, seemed very

comfortable and well cared for. The con-

valescents, who were sitting around the

stove in the middle of the room, expressed

themselves as quite content with every-

thing. Others, who were still in the throes

of the dread disease, were lying on their

beds, their eyes closed and their faces

haggard and wan. One felt miserable at

being unable to do anything to help them.

We had barely time to get back to

the Dunkirk station to catch our train to

Gyvelde. However, after another period

of anxiety, we were safely started on our

journey, although we never knew what was
going to happen while we were still on
French soil, and at the border our hearts

fairly seemed to beat out loud.

The scenery changes in character when
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one gets into Belgium, and it appears to

consist almost wholly of white sand-dunes

and black scrub. The latter grows in rows

as if it had been planted. But before

arriving at this desolate part of the land-

scape, one passes innumerable canals with

small houses on their banks, and every once

in a while a picturesque windmill. Every-

where one saw soldiers—crowds and crowds

of them. There was no difficulty in getting

about when actually in Belgium ; the great

trouble seems to be in getting there from

France and vice versa.

One gets to every place by walking and by
means of the trams, which are full of soldiers.

The latter are exceedingly polite, and many
of them speak English fluently, while all

speak French and Walloon. Some were on

their way to Furnes, which is continually

being bombarded, the town having suffered

much damage, especially the market square.

There are Quaker typhoid hospitals at both

Ypres and Poperinghe, where the recent

fighting has been so severe.

La Panne also comes in for a share of the

enemy's attention. The day of our arrival

some German Taubes were trying to drop

bombs on the British ships in the harbour,

but the Allied aircraft came on the scene and

chased them off. It was not very exciting
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to witness, as they only looked like some

black specks or birds in the sky.

A courteous officer escorted us to the

Clinique Depage, or Clinique de la Reine,

as it is often called, politely carrying our

wraps for us. On our arrival we were told

that Dr. Depage was in the operating

theatre. Miss B S had told me that

I must do all the talking, and as the doctor

has the reputation of being exceedingly

brusque with strangers, I was not sorry to

have a little time to breathe. The matron

was very polite, but by no means reassuring.

Every one seems to hold the doctor in whole-

some dread, but he proved not to be such an
ogre as he had been represented. He is a big

burly man with a black beard and a heavy
scowl, and I think it }s principally his appear-

ance which is against him. He seemed

surprised to see us, but he treated us with

the utmost courtesy and amiability, and
invited us to remain at the hospital, as the

inns were full of soldiery. I spoke of his

wife's visit to America and the interest felt

there in his hospital. He said that they had
only succeeded in collecting twenty thou-

sand dollars so far. This certainly was dis-

appointing in view of the large sums of

money needed to carry on this most im-

portant enterprise, which is doing so much
II
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to alleviate the sufferings of the brave

soldiers of Belgium. The main building

contains beds for two hundred patients, and
outside there are huts being constructed to

accommodate two thousand. The nurses,

who are English, fully certificated, and most
efficient, are well looked after and extremely

well fed. We had an excellent dinner with

them in their large, comfortable dining-hall,

after which we went to their recreation-

room, formerly the hotel drawing-room, and
watched them dance to the music of a gramo-

phone. One was glad to see this little evid-

ence that they keep " fit " and in good

heart in the midst of their arduous labours.

At the time there were only eighty patients

in the hospital, but more were looked for

shortly, and everything was in readiness.

The hospital gives six hundred baths a

day to the men from the trenches. Their

clothes are disinfected while they are taking

the bath. The wounded have their torn

and discoloured garments cleaned, mended
and when necessary replaced. In the im-

mediate neighbourhood of the hospital are

a number of small villas = One of them is

assigned to the doctor for his private use,

another is used for drugs, instruments,

supplies, etc. Still others are devoted to

the cases of contagious diseases. Everything
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has been well thought out and carefully

executed.

The Queen of the Belgians is one of the chief

supporters of the hospital. It was she who
was instrumental in having it moved to its

present locality. In fact, many people know
it by the name of the Clinique de la Reine,

and the Queen has spent much time there

caring for the wounded. She is petite and
so attractive that many people fall in love

with her at first sight. Apropos of this, an
amusing incident occurred at the hospital

on one occasion, when a young wounded
officer was so overcome by the charm of a

little nurse, who rendered him some slight

assistance, that he proceeded to waft her

kisses and call her his petit ange, his cherie and
other terms of endearment. He came back

to earth with a jolt when he found out that

the object of these attentions was the Queen.

The King, Queen, Prince Leopold and the

King's private secretary. Monsieur Ingle-

beek, all live in a villa at La Panne, in spite

of the fact that the town is continually

being bombarded, and the King's tall form

—

he is about six feet four !—can be easily

distinguished wherever he goes.

Some months ago, all the officers' wives

were ordered out of Belgium, to give more
accommodation for the troops. The order
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was put in a quaint form, to wit, that all

women under forty-five years of age were to

leave the war zone. Not a woman re-

mained !

We were told that warning had been

received of the coming of a Zeppelin the

night of our arrival, but owing to the pre-

occupation and fatigue of our visit we
forgot all about this piece of information.

There were a number of " suspect " cases

which necessitated the fumigation of one

part of the hospital, so the matron gave us a

room on the front, which we shared. In the

middle of the night a most terrific explosion,

like the bursting of a cannon, occurred right

outside of our windowi I knew it was

the Zeppelin and that, being a moonlight

night, I ought to get up to see it, but I was

so utterly exhausted that I simply couldn't

wake myself up, so I thought, " Oh, I'll wait

till it drops another bomb !
" and I went off

to sleep again.

In the morning I remembered the Zeppelin

and I was in a great state of excitement,

but Miss B S could do nothing but

laugh. She said, " I saw you open one eye

and shut it again, when the Zeppelin came."

I begged her to tell me what had happened

and how it was that we were still alive.

This only made her laugh all the harder,
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and it was some time before she consented

to tell me that our Zeppelin was only a motor

lorry on its way to the trenches, that had
burst a tire just outside our window.

The amount of Belgian territory not

occupied by the Germans is about ten

square miles or fifteen kilometres, and one

can see it all in about five hours. It fills

one with a sense of tragedy, of deepest pity

and sympathy for the heroic people whose

country has been made desolate, and of

longing to see them restored once more to

their own. The Belgians are so simple,

kindly, brave and patient—without a trace

of that insufferable arrogance which dis-

tinguishes their invaders. It is heart-rend-

ing to see the wonderful patience and noble,

uncomplaining endurance of the wounded
and fever-stricken soldiers, lying there on
dirty straw, all huddled together, before

they are sent to the hospitals. At one

place there did not seem to be anyone to

give them a drink or to look after them in

any way. What we can't realize is that

the Belgians have nothing left—the Germans
have robbed them of their country, their

money, their food, their homes, their women
and children—in fact, of everything in the

world but their honour. The least we
Americans can do is to keep on sending
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them every cent we can spare. We can't

possibly send enough to keep them out of

the direst misery. I shall never be able to

forget the patient and appealing eyes of

those brave, broken men lying there on

straw unfit for cattle. It is an opportunity

for our people to help these heroes, our only

way to show sympathy for sufferings so

nobly endured. A cheque sent to Dr.

Melis (the Queen's physician). La Panne,

Belgium, from all who feel that they would
like to help, might go far towards easing the

lot of the wounded, or of the civilian popu-

lation who are living in a precarious con-

dition in the war zone ; thousands of them
crammed into the small area that still

remains. Soldiers are billeted in every

house, and the struggle for existence hourly

becomes sharper. There is a Maternity

hospital, the " Ambulance Ecossaise," estab-

lished at Coxyde, with the consent of the

military authorities, which is in urgent need

of the barest necessities. They have only

six beds and five mattresses, which are of

the poorest description, and literally nothing

else ! The first baby arrived on the 21st of

March, and it had to be dressed in bits

of stuff sent with some refugee clothing.

They are in crying need of a " maternity

chest," blankets, bed jackets, and in
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fact everything imaginable, including

nurses.

The Queen Elisabeth, with characteristic

generosity, has given some money to help,

but the situation is so terrible in the small

corner of Belgium which still remains, that

one feels one cannot be too urgent in asking

the generously disposed to give help where
it is so greatly needed.

Parcels of clothes and other necessities,

addressed to Miss Fyfe (who is Vice-Presi-

dent of the Ambulance Ecossaise), c/o the

Naval Transport Office, Dover, au bons
soins de D.N.T.O. Dunkirk, will reach this

particular hospital.

When we started to leave Belgium, we
found that all passes had been cancelled,

owing to the latest decree which forbade

movements of civilians either coming in or

going out of Belgium. This was rather

awkward, for Miss B S had to get

back to her hospital—though I should have
liked to remain in Belgium, but unfortu-

nately our passports were made out together.

Dr. Depage was rather exercised about the

matter, his motor passes having been

rendered worthless by the new rule, as he

explained to us while he dramatically tore

one in two. Naturally, he did not look

forward to having us on his hands for the
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rest of the war, so one can understand

his anxiety about getting us safely away.

He sent an officer with us to the British

Headquarters at the Villa Blanc, in a vain

attempt to have Colonel Bridges take the

matter off his shoulders. It was only

about half-past seven o'clock, but the moon
was up and dusk was fast closing in. We
passed throngs of soldiers on the digue, which

is all broken up in places, owing to bombs
digging holes in it, and the dragging of the

guns to the front. When we left it we had

to trudge over sand dunes until we got to

our destination, our guide giving the pass-

word to the sentries who loomed up from

behind dunes every once in a while.

Arrived at the Villa Blanc, we were told that

Colonel Bridges was out, but a very smart-

looking and exceedingly courteous English

officer asked if there was anything he could

do for us. We told him our difficulties,

which he appeared to think could be adj usted

without any trouble. (I thought that he was
Colonel Bridge's understudy, but he turned

out to be the Prince Alexander of Teck.)

The place was so cosy and " English " after

the stuffy, tasteless rooms I had been seeing

for so long, that I quite enjoyed our little

rest in its grateful comfort. There was a

big, yellow-shaded lamp hanging from the
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ceiling in the middle of the room. It cast

a mellow glow over the spotlessly clean table

which the soldier servant was laying for

dinner. Everything looked so spick and

span, shining table silver, fruit dishes piled

with oranges and apples—simple but quite

civilized, nothing of the sordid laissez-allcr

which always takes my appetite away. I

couldn't help thinking how nice it would

be to dine there, as I was most exceedingly

tired and hungry. There was a jolly

woolly poodle under the table, and a neat

little desk in one corner of the room, above

which was a carbon photograph of the

charming little Countess Potocka. It is

amazing the way the English take their

own atmosphere with them wherever they

go. While we were enjoying this cosy little

transplanted bit of England, the real

Commandant appeared upon the scene.

He also was smartly turned out, with a

monocle attached to an invisible gold chain.

While he was quite as courteous as our first

host, he declared that nothing whatever

could be done except by the Belgian military

authorities. This was disappointing, as our

hopes had been raised by the very decorative

and charming officer number one. How-
ever, there was nothing further to be done
but to go out into the cold night air—back
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to the hospital. The moment we got

outside Miss B S and I turned

to each other simultaneously and exclaimed,
" What nice men !

" She had appreciated

the English atmosphere even more than I

had.

After dinner at the hospital, the matron
took us to Dr. Depage's villa, where we
found him sitting by an old stove, amid
rather stuffy surroundings, which made an

unpleasant impression after the homelike

air of the Villa Blanc. He was a bit worried

about our intended departure, which he

seemed to think entailed some risk, all

protection having been withdrawn from

civilians travelling in the war zone, as they

had had three days' notice to quit. How-
ever, the doctor said he would send us in an

ambulance to Adinkerke at our own risk.

He gave us a paper which he had written

and signed, to the effect that we had come
to La Panne to visit his hospital, and that

we now wished to return to France in order

to take the boat to England. (This latter

touch being an invention of his own, or

possibly a misunderstanding.) In spite of

his appearance he really was very nice and

kind, and we were filled with admiration

for his hospital, which certainly is most up

to date, with the latest and best type of
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everything—copper jars for the disinfecting

fluids, tables on wheels, two fine operating-

rooms, all the modern X-ray apparatus,

and innumerable other advantages for the

care of the wounded. The doctor told us

that typhus is transmitted by the ground

lice in the trenches, and that it is possible

to prevent this infection, to a great extent,

by disinfecting baths given in the trenches.

This requires an apparatus quite different

from the ones used in the hospital. When
he asked for a number of the former, some
kindly disposed people donated a lot of the

latter, of which he already had quantities.

From this one would gather that it is better

to let the hospitals do their own buying,

and just hand them the money. Since

writing this, comes the news that Madame
Depage was drowned in the " Lusitania

"

crime, and the money she had collected

was lost at the same time.

During the recent fighting in Flanders,

Ypres has been practically razed to the

ground, and of course the Quaker Hospital

there has also suffered. The Germans
evidently do not intend to leave much of

Belgium. Why their particular hatred

should be directed against that inoffensive

country, which they have already ravaged to

such an appalling extent, is one of those
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mysteries which time alone can solve. No
matter how free from prejudice against the

Germans any American may have been at the

beginning of this war, and I for one had
nothing against them, no civilized human
being can see the results of their devilry

without detesting their very name. They
will be under a curse for centuries for what
they have done to Belgium.

It was with the utmost regret that I left

the home of a race whose sorrows have
become those of all the civilized world,

whose King, the " Lion of Flanders," the
*' Second Leonidas," as he has been called,

is the supreme hero of modern times, and
whose Queen is a veritable angel of mercy.

After being battered about in the ambul-
ance (I always shudder when I think of the

poor wounded being jogged about in those

things !) we got on the train without being

shot or taken prisoner, or anything else

more exciting than running into my hated

Commandant, when we changed trains

at Dunkirk. When Miss B S ex-

claimed, " Here's your ' Blue Bear '
!
" I

felt like flight, but there was no way out of

it, as he was almost upon us, so I said, " Bon
jour, Monsieur le Commandant ! " and then I

had to laugh. He gravely saluted, hesitated

a second while he gave me a piercing look,
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then I thought I saw the ghost of a smile

on his face as he walked off. Miss B
S got out at Calais, telling me that she

would thank me for these experiences later,

although she could not honestly do so just

then—and T returned to Boulogne.

Boulogne is always changing ; war seems

to have a kaleidoscopic effect upon it, and
whenever the shifting takes place, an

entirely new combination appears. The
Red Cross people have taken over the Hotel

Christol, where the Allied Forces Hospital

used to be, because they found the Hotel

de Paris too expensive for their headquarters.

The Bishop of Khartoum has gone to the

Front, and the Institute Club has been

taken over by a Church Committee ; Sir

Almroth Wright's fascinating and mysterious

laboratory has been transferred to some
large bright rooms in the upper part of the

Casino Hospital, where no doubt it is far

better placed for practical purposes, although

it has lost half its charm ; and the minor
changes are too innumerable to mention.

It is the same all over France—hospitals

are continually being moved, and one is

never sure of finding anyone in the same
place two months running. Now they

speak of Berck Plage being taken over by
the English, in which case all the French
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hospital personnel with their patients will

be moved on to some other place. These
choppings and changes, irritating as they

are, become necessary owing to the exigencies

of the military situation.

Etaples has now a huge Rest Camp for

Kitchener's Army, with hundreds and
hundreds of tents dotting the landscape,

and ten thousand huts in the process of

being put up. Some distance beyond it at

Montreuil, the big Indian Camp is firmly

established, and one constantly sees a motor
lorry full of swarthy turbaned natives of

the Far East wending its way along the

white road which leads to that destination.

Berck, now a " prohibited area," is crowded
with hospitals, and also with its usual

amount of tuberculosis-of-the-bone patients.

They are a depressing sight and remind me
of nothing so much as the lepers of old,

their approach being heralded by the

tinkling of the bells of the little donkey carts

in which they take their airings. A boy
walks beside the cart, holding the reins,

and lying there, propped upon many pillows,

one sees the white faces and closed eyes of

these unfortunate invalids. A good healthy

wounded man is a blessed relief after this

soul-chilling picture. The whole place is

crowded with these unfortunates.
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At Easter the Germans made an abortive

attempt to repeat the Christmas " truce,"

but the Allied Military Authorities took

precautions against the occurrence of any-

thing of the sort. The French and Belgians

are naturally exceedingly bitter against the

enemy, but the English fight from a sense

of duty and without hate. In this they

show their infinite superiorityto the Germans,

who, by the use of poisonous gases, have

for ever put themselves outside of the pale

of civilization. One cannot understand how
all the neutral nations of the world do not

rise up and protest against this reversion to

barbarism, which places the Germans below

the level of savages. The callous torpedoing

of the " Lusitania " and the Zeppelin raids

on undefended London are but other in-

stances of their criminal folly, which every

decent-minded person must hope will end
in their own undoing. " Whom the gods

wish to destroy they first make mad."
These dastardly outrages must be brought

to an end.

I insert a quotation which exactly de-

scribes the tortures inflicted upon the men
to whom I dedicate this book, by the

soi disant exponents of " kultur." It is

from the " Daily Telegraph " of 7th May,
and refers to the English victims of the
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poisonous gasses employed by the Germans
in their efforts to take Hill 60.

" Their faces, arms, hands, were of a

shiny grey-black colour, with mouths open
and lead-glazed eyes, all swaying slightly

backwards and forwards trying to get

breath. It was the most appalling sight,

all those poor black faces, struggling,

struggling for life, what with the groaning

and noise of the efforts for breath." . . .

" There is practically nothing to be done
for them, except to give them salt and
water to try and make them sick. The
effect the gas has is to fill the lungs with

a watery, frothy matter which gradually

increases and rises till it fills up the whole

lungs and comes up to the mouth ; then

they die. It is suffocation—slow drowning,

taking in some cases one or two days." . . .

" Those who get over the gas invariably

develop acute pneumonia. It is without

doubt the most awful form of scientific

torture."

The unfortunate men described here can

be seen by anyone who is allowed to visit

the hospitals, and there is not a particle of

exaggeration in the above description.

Of what value now is the Hague Con-

vention ?
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of information.)

1914
July 23 (Thurs.).—Austria sends ultimatum to

Servia.

,, 28 (Tues.).—War declared upon Servia by
Austria-Hungary. Servian vessels

seized.

Aug, I (Sat.)—Germany declares war upon
Russia.

,, 2 (Sun.).—German troops invade French
territory at Cirey. German ulti-

matum to Belgium. British Fleet

gathered for manoeuvres.

„ 3 (Mon.).—Germany declares war upon
France. German troops invade
Belgium.

,, 4 (Tues.).—Great Britain declares war
upon Germany. British Army
mobiUzed. Fighting near Liege.

,, 5 (Wed.).—Lord Kitchener becomes
Secretary of State for War. Ger-
man mine-layer sunk in the North
Sea.

,, 6 (Thurs.).—Cruiser "Amphion " sunk by
mine in North Sea. £100,000,000
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credit voted by Parliament, and
500,000 more men for the Army.

Aug. 7 (Fri.).—French succeed in taking
part of Alsace. Germans occupy
the town of Liege. British seize

South Togoland.

„ 9 (Sun.).—German submarine sunk by
British cruiser.

„ 10 (Mon.).—France declares war on
Austria-Hungary. Advance on
Namur.

„ 12 (Wed.).—Great Britain declares war
on Austria-Hungary. " Goeben

"

and " Breslau " in Dardanelles.

„ 15 (Sat.).^—Tzar'sProclamation to Poland.
Japan's ultimatum to Germany re

Kiao-Chau.

„ 16 (Sun.).—Successful landing of British

Expeditionary Force of 150,000
men in France. Swakopmund,
German South-West Africa, evacu-
ated. Austrian defeat by Servians.

,, 18 (Tues.).—Germans enter Tirlemont.

„ 20 (Thurs.).—Germans occupy Brussels.

Belgian Army falls back on Ant-
werp. Russian advance in East
Prussia.

„ 21 (Fri.).—Germans invade South Africa.

„ 22 (Sat.).—Russian victory at Gumbinnen
in East Prussia.

„ 23 (Sun.).—Japan declares war on Ger-
many. Namur taken by the Ger-
mans. British Expeditionary
Force fighting at Charleroi, near
Mons.

„ 24 (Mon.).—Retreat from Mons. Japan-
ese bombard Kiao-Chau.
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Aug. 25 (Tues.).—Lord Kitchener's first speech
in the House of Lords. British

fighting near Cambrai. Louvain
destroyed.

„ 26 (Wed.).—Conquest of Togoland by the

Allies.

„ 27 (Thurs.).—British cruiser " Highflyer
"

sinks " Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse
"

off West African coast. British

Marines occupy Ostend.

„ 28 (Fri.).—Germans bombard Malines and
capture Longwy. Lord Crewe an-
nounces that Indian troops will be
used. British Fleet gains a victory

off Hehgoland.

,, 29 (Sat.).—German Samoa taken by New
Zealand Expeditionary Force.

French successes near Guise.

„ 31 (Mon.).—Allies retire to take up the line

of the Seine, the Oise and the Meuse.
Sept. I (Tues.).—Russian defeat at Osterode

in East Prussia. British troops
fighting near Compiegne.

2 (Wed.).—Russians defeat the Austrians
at Lemberg.

3 (Thurs.).—French Government retires

to Bordeaux. Germans prepare to

. cross the Marne.

4 (Fri.).—Belgians open the dykes and
flood the German advance against
Antwerp.

5 (Sat.).—Agreement between the Allies

not to treat for peace separately.

H.M.S. "Pathfinder" blown up
by a submarine. Germans re-

pulsed in South Africa at Abercorn,
near Lake Tanganyika.
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Sept. 7 (Mon.).—Germans reach the extreme
point of their advance.

,, 8 (Tues.).—Germans driven back.
^

,, 9 (Wed.).—King George issues Pro-
clamation to the Empire, thanking
the Dominions for support. Dis-

patch of 70,000 Indian troops.

,, 10 (Thurs.).—Germans driven back. Sem-
hn taken by the Servians.

„ II (Fri.).^—German posts in New Guinea
taken.

„ 12 (Sat.).—Russian victory in Gahcia.
Luneville reoccupied by French
troops. Germans retreat. Aus-
trahans capture wireless station

at Herbertshohe, New Pomerania.

13 (Sun.).—Germans invade British East
Africa.

15 (Tues.).—German forces repulsed in

Northern Rhodesia. Allies cross

the Aisne.

17 (Thurs.).—Austrians defeated in Gal-

icia.

20 (Sun.).—Bombardment of Rheims
Cathedral.

22 (Tues.).—The " Aboukir," " Hogue "

and " Cressy " sunk.

23 (Wed.).—Raid on the Zeppehn sheds
at Diisseldorf.

25 (Fri.).—Austrahans in German New
Guinea.

26 (Sat.).^—Landing of Indian Expedi-
tionary Force.

Oct. I (Thurs.).—Kaiser's message about
" General French's contemptible
little Army " published.

„ 2 (Fri.).—Mr. Asquith discloses German
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overtures made to England in

1912.

Oct. 9 (Fri.).—Germans occupy Antwerp.
Part of Naval Brigade enter

Holland, where they are interned.

16 (Fri.).—Canadian troops arrive in

England.

,, 17 (Sat.).—German destroyers sunk off

Holland.
21 (Wed.).—Tzar prohibits the State sale

of alcohol.

26 (Mon.). — The French steamship
" Amiral Ganteaume," with five

hundred Belgian refugees on board,
torpedoed by the Germans off

Boulogne.

„ 27 (Tues.).—Allies successful in France.

28 (Wed.).^—Rebelhon in South Africa.

,, 29 (Thurs.).—General Botha defeats

Beyers.

,, 30 (Fri.).—Lord Fisher succeeds Prince
Louis of Battenburg as First Sea
Lord.

Nov. I (Sun.).—H.M.S. " Monmouth " and
" Good Hope " sunk.

„ 2 (Mon.).—Charge of the London Scot-
tish.

„ 3 (Tues.).—Raid on Yarmouth by the
German cruisers.

,, 5 (Thurs.).—Great Britain declares war
upon Turkey.

7 (Sat.).—Fall of Tsing-Tau.
8 (Sun.).—British raid in Persian Gulf.

,, 10 (Tues.).—German cruiser " Emden "

destroyed.

„ II (Wed.).—Defeat of De Wet. Opening
of Parhament.
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Nov. 14 (Sat.).—Death of Field-Marshal Lord
Roberts at St. Omer.

17 (Tues.).—War Loan of £350,000,000.
20 (Fri.).—Failure of German struggle for

Calais.

21 (Sat.).—Raid on Zeppelin factory at

Friedrichshafen. Basra occupied

by Indian troops.

23 (Mon.).—Bombardment of Zeebrugge.

24 (Tues.).—German losses to date, ij

millions.

26 (Thurs.).—Loss of H.M.S. " Bulwark."

27 (Fri.).—Rheims Cathedral again

shelled. Announcement of fifteen

new Dreadnoughts for the Navy.
28 (Sat.).—Russian advance on Cracow.

30 (Mon.).—King George lands at Bou-
logne on a visit to the troops in

France.. He inspects the hospitals

before proceeding to St. Omer and
Furnes.

Dec. I (Tues.).—De Wet surrenders. King
George visits Indian troops. French

Yellow Book issued.

3 (Thurs.). — The King invests Sir

John French with the Order of

Merit.

4 (Fri.).—King Albert invested with the

Order of the Garter.

„ 5 (Sat.).—King George returns to Eng-
land.

7 (Mon.).—Death of Byers.

8 (Tues.).—South African rebellion

ended. Sinking of the " Scharn-

horst," "Niirnberg," "Leipzig"
and " Gneisenau."

„ 10 (Thurs.).—Servian victory.
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Dec. 12 (Sat.).—Lieut. Holbrook's successful

exploit in the Dardanelles, where,
with submarine " Bii." he tor-

pedoes a Turkish battleship.

„ 16 (Wed.).—Raid on the East Coast

—

Whitby, Scarborough and West
Hartlepool bombarded by German
ships.

,, 17 (Thurs.).—England estabHshes a Pro-

tectorate over Egypt. Turkish
suzerainty ended.

„ 18 (Fri.).—Prince Hussein Kamel Pasha
appointed Khedive of Egypt in-

stead of the deposed Abbas Hilmi
Pasha.

,, 24 (Thurs.).—Brussels airshed damaged
by British airmen. Bomb dropped
on Dover.

25 (Fri.).—Cuxhaven attack on German
warships by British naval airmen.
German aeroplanes off the English
coast at Sheerness. Zeppehns over
Nancy.

,, 26 (Sat.).—French aviators drop bombs
on the airsheds at Metz. Austrian
reverses in GaUcia and the Car-

pathians.

„ 28 (Mon.).—Turkish reverse in the

Caucasus.

29 (Tues.).—United States Note to

Great Britain.

,, 30 (Wed.).—Russian victory in Gahcia.
German aeroplanes drop bombs on
Dunkirk.

Jan. I (Fri.).—H.M.S. "Formidable" tor-

pedoed by a German submarine
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in the English Channel. Fighting
on the Dunes, near Nieuport.

Jan. 2 (Sat.).—Russian successes in the
Caucasus and on the Bzura.

3 (Sun.).—Great Russian victory in the
Caucasus, at Ardahan. Imprison-
ment of Cardinal Mercier.

„ 4 (Mon.).—French successes near Nieu-
port, and in Alsace. Reopening of

London Stock Exchange ; closed

on July 30.

5 (Tues.).—Great Russian victory in

Poland.

,, 6 (Wed.).—Great Russian success in the
Bukowina. Germans 30 miles from
Warsaw. Zeppelins off the coast

near Calais. Arrangements effect-

ed for the exchange of British

and German prisoners.

,, 7 (Thurs.).—President Poincare signs the
Decree permanently prohibiting

the sale of absinthe. French
successes. Interim Note in reply

to American Government on con-
traband.

„ 8 (Fri.).—French success at Soupir.

,, 9 (Sat.).—Germans bombard Soissons

Cathedral.

,, 10 (Sun.).—^Sixteen aeroplanes in the
English Channel. Thirty bombs
dropped on Dunkirk. Battle by
searchhght between Germans and
Russians.

,, II (Mon.).—PubHcation of answer to

American Note.

„ 12 (Tues.).—Germans and Austrians leave

Rome,
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Jan. 13 (Wed.).—Resignation of Count Berch-
told, the Austro-Hungarian Minis-

ter of Foreign Affairs. Tabriz
takes by the Turks. Terrible

earthquake in Italy.

14 (Thurs.).—German success at Soissons.

Swakopmund occupied by Allied

Forces.

15 (Fri.).
—

" Dacia " incident discussed in

London and Washington.
16 (Sat.).—French success in Flanders.

Rise in the price of wheat in Great
Britain. Russian advance along
the Vistula.

„ 19 (Tues.).—Raid by German airships on
Yarmouth, King's Lynn and other
towns on the Norfolk coast.

„ 20 (Wed.).—French Minister of Finance
proposes to issue Treasury and
National Defence Bonds up to

;f
120,000 sterHng.

,, 21 (Thurs.).—French successes in the
Champagne district.

„ 22 (Fri.).—M. Millerand, French Minister
of War, inspects new armies in

England. Britain gives decision

in regard to the " Dacia." British

airmen drop bombs on Zeebrugge.
Twelve German aeroplanes over
Dunkirk.

„ 24 (Sun.).—Sinking of the " Bliicher
"

and damage to other German war-
ships in the North Sea, by British

squadron under the command of

Admiral Sir David Beatty.

„ 25 (Mon.).—^An attack on Givenchy, near
La Bassee, repulsed by the British.
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Zeppelin shot down by the forts at

Libau.

Jan, 26 (Tues.).—German cruiser " Gazelle
"

damaged by Russian submarine in

the Baltic. Turkish advance on
Egypt begun.

„ 27 (Wed.).—Kaiser's birthday. Great
Britain agrees to loan £5,000,000
to Roumania.

„ 28 (Thurs.).—German losses in three days
in the Western fighting area esti-

mated at more than 20,000.

„ 29 (Fri.).—Russian advance in East
Prussia, towards Tilsit.

„ 30 (Sat.).—British success at La Bassee.

German submarine off Fleetwood,
on the Lancashire coast, sinks

three British steamers.

„ 31 (Sun.).—Russian advance on Tabriz.

Heavy fighting near Fontaine
Madame in the Argonne.

Feb. I (Mon.).—Heavy fighting at La Bassee.

2 (Tues.).—German submarine attacks

hospital-ship " Asturias."

3 (Wed.).—Germans use fire-ships

against Alhes, on the Ancre.

„ 4 (Thurs.).—Germany announces
" Blockade " of Great Britain,

for i8th February.

5 (Fri.).—Heavy fighting in East
Prussia.

„ 6 (Sat.).—British successes at La
Bassee.

„ 7 (Sun.).—Russian victories in the

Carpathians.

,, 8 (Mon.).—Turkish retreat from Suez
Canal area.
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Feb. 9 (Tues.).—Arrival of captured " Wil-

helmina '* at Falmouth.

„ II (Thurs.).—Publication of U.S. Notes

to Great Britain and Germany.
12 (Fri.).—Great raid on Belgian coast

b}^ 34 British Naval aeroplanes.

13 (Sat.).—Allied successes at Givenchy.

„ 14 (Sun.).—German successes at Ypres.

15 (Mon.).—Exchange of British and
German wounded prisoners.

16 (Tues.).—Forty British Naval aero-

planes and seaplanes bombard
Zeebrugge.

„ 17 (Wed.).—Two Zeppelins wrecked off

the Danish coast.

„ 18 (Thurs.).—First day of " Blockade
"

of England.

„ 19 (Fri.).—British bombardment of

Dardanelles by squadron under
Vice-Admiral Garden.

„ 21 (Sun.).—U.S. steamer " Evelyn
"

struck by a German mine. Rheims
Cathedral again bombarded. Ger-

man aeroplanes drop bombs on
Braintree, Colchester and Cogges-

hall.

22 (Mon.).—ZeppeHn kills five people at

Calais.

23 (Tues.).—German submarine attacks

Folkestone - Boulogne passenger

boat. Admiralty orders naviga-

tion in the Irish Channel to be
restricted.

„ 24 (Wed.).—PubHcation of loss of U.S.

ship " Carib," struck by German
mine.
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Feb. 25 (Thurs.).—Allied squadrons shell forts

at the Dardanelles.

,, 26 (Fri.).—Russians recapture Przasnysz.

Bombardment of Dardanelles con-

tinues.

27 (Sat.).
—

" Dacia " captured by the

French in the Channel, and taken
to Brest.

„ 28 (Sun.).—British blockade of German
East African coast takes effect at

midnight. French successes in

Champagne.
Mar. I (Mon.).—Operations in the Dardan-

elles delayed by unfavourable
weather. Stringent blockade of

Germany.
„ 2 (Tues.).—Continued British and French

successes in Champagne.

,, 3 (Wed.).—Fighting near Basra,

4 (Thurs.).—German submarine U8 sunk
off Dover.

„ 5 (Fri.).—Zeppelin L8 wrecked near

Tirlemont.

,, 6 (Sat.).—British squadron silence

Smyrna forts.

„ 9 (Tues.).—Introduction of Bill amend-
ing Defence of the Realm Act.

„ 10 (Wed.).—British capture Neuve
Chapelle. H.M.S. "Ariel" rams
German submarine U12.

„ II (Thurs.).
—

" Eitel Friedrich " arrives

at Newport News, U.S.A.

„ 12 (Fri.).
—

" Bayano " officially reported

lost (British auxihary cruiser).

,, 14 (Sun.).—Fierce fighting at Ypres.

Soissons again bombarded.
„ 18 (Thurs.). — H.M.S. "Irresistible,"
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" Ocean " and " Bouvet " sunk by
mines in the Dardanelles.

Mar. 19 (FrL).—Labour Agreement reached.

,, 20 (Sat.). — Successes under General
Botha.

,, 21 (Sun.).—ZeppeHn raid on Paris.

Dutch steamer seized by Germans.
„ 22 (Mon.).—Fall of Przemysl. Russians

take 126,000 prisoners and 700 big

guns.

„ 24 (Wed.).—British raid on German sub-

marine works at Hoboken.
,, 25 (Thurs.).—German submarine U29

sunk.

„ 27 (Sat.).—Capture by the French of the

top of Hartmannsweilerkopf, in

the Vosges.

,, 28 (Sun.).—Liner " Falaba " torpedoed
off Milford. Russian Black Sea
fleet bombards outer forts of

Bosphorus.

„ 30 (Tues.).—More bombs on Rheims
Cathedral.

,, 31 (Wed.).—Germans bombard Libau.
Apr. I (Thurs.).—Uio sinks 3 Tyne trawlers.

Successful British air raid on Zee-
brugge and Hoboken.

,, 2 (Fri.).—Germany threatens reprisals

for British segregation of sub-
marine prisoners.

,, 4 (Sun.).—Russian successes in the Car-
pathians.

„ 5 (Mon.),—U.S. Note to Germany sug-

gesting amount of compensation
for sinking of the " Wm. P.

Frye."

,, 6 (Tues.).—-King bars wines, spirits, etc.,
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from his household. French suc-

cesses in the Meuse district.

Apr. 8 (Thurs.).
—

" Eitel Friedrich " interned.

„ II (Sun.). — "Wayfarer" torpedoed.

French aeroplane attack on Bruges.

„ 12 (Mon.).—Thirty-nine British officers

placed under mihtary arrest in

Germany as a reprisal for segregat-

ing the submarine prisoners in

England.

„ 13 (Tues.).—German success in the Car-

pathians.

„ 14 (Wed.).—ZeppeHn raid on N.-E. coast

and Tyne district. Dutch steamer
" Katwyck " torpedoed.

„ 16 (Fri.).—French successes in Alsace.

German air raid on East Kent,
Essex and Suffolk.

„ 17 (Sat.).—British transport " Manito
"

attacked by Turkish torpedo boat

in the ^gean. British take Hill 60.

on the Ypres-Comines railway.

British submarine E15 ashore in

Dardanelles.

„ 18 (Sun.).—Commander Eric Robinson
torpedoes E15 to save it from the

Turks. Zarros, French airman,
captured in Belgium.

„ 20 (Tues.).'—Fierce fighting at Ypres.

„ 21 (Wed.).—German attempt to take Hill

60.

„ 22 (Thurs.).—Germans use asphyxiating

gases near Ypres.

„ 24 (Sat.).—Canadians capture four 47
guns and save situation at

Ypres.

„ 25 (Sun.).—Allied forces effect a landing
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on both shores of the Dardanelles.

AlHes regain lost ground at Ypres.

Apr. 26 (Mon.).—Germans recapture summit of

Hartmannsweilerkopf . AlHes make
successful air raid on Turcoing,
Roubaix, Courtrai.

,, 27 (Tues.).—The French retake summit
of Hartmannsweilerkopf. French
cruiser " Leon Gambetta " tor-

pedoed.

„ 28 (Wed.).—German offensive at Ypres
stopped.

,, 29 (Thurs.).—Rheims again bombarded.
Five hundred shells fall there.

,, 30 (Fri.).—British successes in the Dar-
danelles. Air raid on Ipswich and
Bury St. Edmunds.

May 2 (Sun.).—Further British successes in

the Dardanelles.

,, 3 (Mon.).—News of American steamer
" Gulflight " torpedoed by German
submarine.

,, 4 (Tues.).—German successes at Hill 60,

near Ypres.

» 5 (Wed.).—Recapture by British of lost

trenches on Hill 60. Germans
again use asphyxiating gases.

„ 6 (Thurs.).—Official denial of great

Austro-German victory in the Car-
pathians. Japan's ultimatum to

China,

7 (Fri.).^
—

" Lusitania " torpedoed by
German submarines, without warn-
ing—1500 hves lost. Withdrawal
on liquor duties.

,, 8 (Sat.).—Germans occupy Libau.

„ 9 (Sun.).—Fierce fighting at Ypres con-
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tinues. Russian success on Dnei-
ster.

May 10 (Mon.).—Zeppelin raid on Essex coast,

100 bombs dropped. Dunkirk
again bombarded. French take
Carency.

„ II (Tues.).—The French capture a German
fort. British successes at Ypres,

protected by masks against

poisonous gases.

12 (Wed.).—East London riots. German
property destroyed.

13 (Thurs.).— Kaiser deprived of the

Garter.

14 (Fri.).—French successes at Souchez.

American Note to Germany. Tram-
way strike in London.

15 (Sat.).—Internment of enemy ahens
in London. French success near
Arras.

16 (Sun.).—British successes at Festu-

bert.

17 (Mon.).—ZeppeUn raid on Ramsgate.
Aforesaid ZeppeHn damaged at

Nieuport. Churchill and Lord
Fisher disagree.

18 (Tues.).—Lord Kitchener calls for

300,000 more men.

19 (Wed.).—AUied successes in Dardan-
elles. Racing abandoned in Eng-
land.

20 (Thurs.).—Italy uphold^ Salandra and
prepares for war. Turks defeated

at Krithia.

21 (Fri.).—First steps towards formation

of Coahtion Government in Eng-
land. Contemptible newspaper
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attacks on Lord Kitchener by
Northcliffe.

May 22 (Sat.).—^Troop train disaster near

Carlisle. Italy enters war.

„ 23 (Sun.).—Germans take some trenches

at Ypres. Austrians fire on Italian

positions.

„ 24 (Mon.).—British retake part of lost

trenches. Italian advance along
frontier at FriuH.

,, 25 (Tues.).—Italian successes in the Udine
region. Ofhciallist of new Cabinet.

H.M.S. " Triumph " torpedoed and
sunk off GalHpoli. U.S. steamer
" Nebraskan " torpedoed by Ger-
mans off Irish coast.

„ 26 (Wed.).—British successes at La Bassee.

Fierce fighting north of Arras.

Aeroplane raid on Venice. British

successes at Festubert.

„ 27 (Thurs.).—H.M.S. " Majestic " tor-

pedoed and sunk off Gallipoli.

H.M. Auxiliary ship " Princess

Irene " accidentally blown up in

Sheerness Harbour. British sub-

marine L^ii reaches Constantinople,

sinking several ships on the way.
Formal inauguration of National
Government. Another Zeppelin

raid on Southend.

,, 28 (Fri.).—Italian progress. The French
advance towards Souchez.

„ 29 (Sat.).—The French capture Ablain.

Germans drop more bombs on
Venice.

30 (Sun.).—Italians continue to advance

13
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in the Trentino. Germans advance
on Przeinysl.

May 31 (Mon.).—Zeppelin raid on London,
Ramsgate and Brentwood, Monday
night. PubUcation of the German
Note to the U.S. re the " Lusitania

"

crime. Most unsatisfactory to

Americans. German successes at

Przemysl.

June I (Tues.).—Accounts of ZeppeUn raid

pubhshed. Fierce fighting at the
Dardanelles. Further French suc-

cesses near Souchez.

„ 2 (Wed.).—British successes in Belgium.

,, 3 (Thurs.).—Germans retake Premzysl.

British submarine sinks German
transport. French air raid on Head-
quarters of German Crown Prince.

,, 4 (Fri.).—Zeppelin raids on the East
and South-East coast of England.
British successes in the Dardanelles.

,, 6 (Sun.).—Another Zeppelin raid on
East coast.

7 (Mon.).—ItaHans cross the Isonzo,

Sub-Lieut. R. A. J. Warneford,
R.N., in a monoplane destroys a
Zeppelin in mid-air. Zeppelin shed
at Evere destroyed by British

Naval airmen.

,, 8 (Tues.).—Resignation of American
Secretary of State, Bryan. More
bombs dropped on Venice by the
Germans. Germans sink four

neutral ships.

„ 9 (Wed.).—Announcement of sinking of

another German submarine. The
French capture Neuville St. Vaast
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and make progress in the Laby-
rinth.

June 10 (Thurs.).—Two EngHsh torpedo boats,

Nos. 10 and 11, torpedoed off the

East coast by a German sub-

marine. French successes at

Hebuterne. ItaUans capture Mon-
falcone.

II (Fri.).—Russians make a stand by the

Dneister. Publication of the second
American Note. Solemn warning to

Germany. Guarantees demanded.
,, 12 (Sat.).—German successes on the Buko-

vina boundary. Italians occupy
Gradisca.

„ 13 (Sun.).—French successes to the north
of Arras. Belgian successes.

,, 14 (Mon.).—The French lose some
trenches north of Arras. Austrian
successes east of Przemysl. Italian

successes. German successes on
the San.

,, 15 (Tues.).—Italians advance along the
Trentino. Zeppelin raid on North-
East coast.

16 (Wed.).—British advance in the neigh-

bourhood of Ypres. Russians lose

ground in Galicia.

„ 17 (Thurs.).—Violent fighting north of

Arras. Death of Lieut. Warne-
ford, V.C., at Buc Aerodrome,
Versailles.

„ 18 (Fri.).—Fierce fighting in Flanders.

Advance of Italian army. Battle
for Lemberg continues.

,, 19 (Sat.).—Battle raging at Plava.

,, 20 (Sun.).—Fierce fighting for Lemberg.
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Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. Svo, 2s. 6d.

Slesser (Henry H.). TRADE UNIONISM. Crown 8vo,
2S. 6d.

Smith (G. F. Herbert). GEM-STONES AND THEIR
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERS. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown Svo, 6s. net.

'Stancliflfe.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S. Being a very
little about a good deal ; together with some new saws for old wood
—and knots in the golfer's line which may help a good memory for
forgetting. Sixth Edition. Fcap. Svo, is. net.

Stevenson (R. L.). THE LETTERS OF ROBERT
LOUIS STEVENSON TO HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by Sir Sidney Colvin. Four Volumes. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Svo, 5s. each ; leather, 5s. net each.

Tabor (Margaret B.). THE SAINTS IN ART: With
THEiii Attributes and Symbols Alphabetically Akranged.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap. Svo, 3s. 6d. net.
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Thompson (Francis). SELECTED POEMS OF
FRANCIS THOMPSON. With a Biographical Note by Wilfrid
Meynei.l. With a Portrait in Photogravure. Tzveniy-eighth Thousand.
Fcap. 8vo, 5S. net.

Tileston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH FOR DAILY
NEEDS. Tzventy-first Edition. Medium i6mo, as. 6d. net. Also
an edition in superior binding, 6s.

Underbill (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A Study in the Nature
and Development of Man's Spiritual Consciousness. Fi/tk Edition.
Demy 8vo, 15s. net.

Yardon (Harry). HOW TO PLAY GOLF. Illustrated.
Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAGNER'S MUSIC
DRAMAS ; Interpretations, embodying Wagner's own explanations.
By Alice Leighton Cleather and Basil Crump. Fcap. Svo,
2s. 6d. each.

The Ring of the Nibelung, Sixth Edition ', Lohengrin and Parsifal,
Third Edition; Tristan and Isolde, Second Edition', Tann-
HAUSER and The Masteksingers of Nuremberg.

WaterhouBC (Elizabeth). A LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE
AND DEATH. Fourteenth Edition. Small Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d.
net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY: Being Selections for
Morning and Evening Reading. Large Crown Svo, 5s. net.

Wilde (Oscar). THE WORKS OF OSCAR WILDE. In
Twelve Volumes. Fcap. Svo, 5s. net each volume.

I. Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and the Portrait of Mr.
W. H. II. The Duchess of Padua, hi. Poems, iv. Lady
Windermere's Fan. v. A Woman of No Importance, vi. An
Ideal Husband, vii. The Importance of being Earnest, viii.

A House of Pomegranates, ix. Intentions, x. De Profundis
and Prison Letters, xi. Essays, xii. Salom^, A Florentine
Tragedy, and La Sainte Courtisane.

Wilding (Anthony F.), Lawn-Tennis Champion 1910-1911.
ON THE COURT AND OFF. Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
Crown Svo, 5s. net.

The Antiquary's Books

General Editor, J. Charles Cox

Illustrated. Demy Svo, 7s. 6d. net

Ancient Painted Glass in England ; Archeology and False Anti-
quities ; The Bells of England ; The Brasses of England ;

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian Times ; Churchwardens'
Accounts ; The Domesday Inquest ; The Castles and Walled
Towns of England ; English Church Furniture ; English
Costume, from Prehistoric Times to the End of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury; English Monastic Life; English Seals; Folk-Lore as
AN Historical Science; The Gilds and Companies of London;
The Hermits and Anchorites of England ; The Manor and
Manorial Records ; The Medieval Hospitals of England ;

Old English Libraries ; Old Service Books of the English
Church ; Parish Life in Medieval England ; The Parish
Registers of England; Remains of the Prehistoric Agk in

England; The Roman Era in Britain; Romano-Bkitish Build-
• iNGs AND Earthworks; The Royal Forests of England;
The Schools of Medieval England ; Shrines of British
Saints.
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The Arden Shakespeare
Demy 8vo, 2s. 6d. net

An edition of Shakespeare in Single Plays. Edited with a

full Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot

of the page. Thirty-four Volumes are now ready.

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. Laing
Illustrated. Wide Royal 8vo,

from los. 6d. net to 25s. net
The Art of the Greeks ; The Art of the Romans ; Chardin ;

donatello; florentine sculptors of the renaissance',
George Romney ; Ghirlandaio; Lawrence; Michelangelo;
Raphael; Rembrandt's Etchings; Rubens; Tintoretto;
Titian ; Turner's Sketches and Drawings ; Velazquez.

The << Complete" Series
Illustrated. Demy 8vo, from 5s. net to 15s. net

The Complete Amateur Boxer ; The Complete Association Foot-
baller ; The Complete Athletic Trainer; The Completk
Billiard Player ; The Complete Cook ; The Complete
Cricketer ; The Complete Foxhunter ; The Complete Golfer ;

The Complete Hockev-Playek ; The Complete Horseman ;

The Complete Lawn Tennis Player v The Complete Motorist ;

The Complete Mountaineer ; The Complete Oarsman ; The
Complete Photographer ; The Complete Rugby Footballer,
on the New Zealand System ; The Complete Shot ; The
Complete Swimmer ; The Complete Yachtsman.

The Connoisseur's Library
Illustrated. Wide Royal 8vo, 25s. net

English Furniture ; English Coloured Books ; Etchings ;

European Enamels ; Fine Books ; Glass ; Goldsmiths' and
Silversmiths' Work ; Illuminated Manuscripts ; Ivories ;

Jewellery ; Mezzotints ; Miniatures ; Porcelain ; Seals ; Wood
Sculpture.

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and (w^here necessary) Notes
Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net

The Confessions of St. Augustine ; The Imitation of Christ ;

The Christian Year ; Lyra Innocentium ; The Temple ; A
Book of Devotions ; A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life ; A Guide to Eternity ; The Inner Way ; On the Love
of God ; The Psalms of David ; Lyra Apostolica ; The Song
OF Songs; The Thoughts of Pascal; A Manual of Consola-
tion from the Saints and Fathers ; Devotions from the
Apocrypha ; The Spiritual Combat ; The Devotions of St.
Anselm ; Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata ; Grace Abounding
TO the Chief of Sinners ; Lyra Sacra : A I3ook of Sacred Verse

;

A Day Book from the Saints and Fathers ; A Little Book
OF Heavenly Wisdom ; Light, Life, and Love ; An Intro-
duction TO the Devout Life ; The Little Flowers of the
Glorious Messer St. Francis and of his Friars ; Death and
Immortality ; The Spiritual Guide ; Devotions for Every
Day of the Week and the Great Festivals ; Preces Privatae ;

HORAE MySTICAE.

Seven Books by R. S. Surtees
With the original Illustrations in Colour by J. Leech and others.

Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d. net each
Ask Mamma ; Handley Cross ; Hawbuck Grange ; Jorrocks's

Jaunts and Jollities ; Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour ; Mr. Facey
Romford's Hounds; Plain or Ringlets?
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The Little Guides
Illustrated by E. H. New and other Artists,

and from Photographs

Small Pott 8vo, 2s. 6d. net
Cambridge and its Colleges; The Channel Islands ; The English

Lakes; The Isle of Wight ; London; The Malvern Country;
North Wales ; Oxford and its Colleges ; Shakespeare's
Country ; St. Paul's Cathedral ; South Wales ; Westminster
Abbey ; The Temple.

Berkshire ; Buckinghamshire ; Cambridgeshire ; Cheshire ; Corn-
wall ; Derbyshire; Devon ; Dorset ; Essex ; Gloucestershire ;

Hampshire ; Hertfordshire ; Kent ; Kerry ; Leicester and
Rutland; Middlesex; Monmouthshire; Norfolk; North-
amptonshire ; Northumberland ; Nottinghamshire ; Oxford-
shire; Shropshire; Somerset; Staffordshire; Suffolk;
Surrey; Sussex; Warwickshire; Wiltshire; The East
Riding of Yorkshire ; The North Riding of Yorkshire ; The
West Riding of Yorkshire (3s. 6d. net).

Brittany ; Normandy ; Rome ; Sicily.

Seven Plays
Fcap. 8vo, 2s. net

The Blue Bird ; The Great Adventure ; The Honeymoon ;

Kis.met ; Milestones ; Typhoon ; An Ideal Husband.

A History of England
In Seven Volumes

Edited by Charles Oman
Demy 8vo, los. 6d. net each Volume

England before the Norman Conquest ; England under the
Normans and Angevins (1066-1272); England in the Later
Middle Ages (1272-1485); England under the Tudors (1485-1603);
England under the Stuarts (1603-1714) ; England under the
Hanoverians (1714-1815); England since Waterloo (1815-1900).

Fiction
Novels by E. Maria Albanesi, Mrs. J. O. Arnold, Richard Bagot,

H. C. Bailey, Arnold Bennett, G. A. Birmingham, Marjorie
BowEN, Agnes and Egerton Castle, G. K. Chesterton, Joseph
Conrad, Dorothy Conyers. Marie Corelli, Frank Danby, Beatrice
Harraden, R. S. Hichens, Anthony Hope, W. W. Jacobs, Henry
iAMEs, Basil King, Mrs. Belloc Lowndes, E. V. Lucas, Lucas
[alet, a. E. W. Mason, W B. Maxwell, Arthur Morrison,

Oliver Onions, Baroness Orczy, John Oxenham, Sir Gilbert
Parker, Alice Perrin, Eden Phillpotts, " Q," W. Pett Ridgb,
Mrs. A. Sidgwick, J. C. Snaith, Stanley Weyman, C. N. and A. M.
Williamson, and Dolf Wyllarde.

A Complete List can be had on application.

Methuen's Shilling Series
This is a series of copyright works— fiction and general literature—

which has been an instantaneous success. If you will obtain a list of the
series you will see that it contains more books by distinguished writers
than any other series of the same kind. You will find the volumes at all

booksellers and on all railway bookstalls.

Methuen's Sevenpenny Series
Methuen's Sevenpenny Novels have at once taken front rank among the

hosts of cheap books. They are beautifully produced, well printed in large
type, and tastefully bound. The pictorial wrappers are especially notice-
able and distinguish this scries from its rivals.
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